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ABSTRACT
ENERGY-EFFICIENT SELF-ORGANIZATION
PROTOCOLS FOR SENSOR NETWORKS
Qingwen Xu
Old Dominion University, 2005
Director: Dr. Stephan Olariu
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN, for short) consists of a large number of very small
sensor devices deployed in an area of interest for gathering and delivery information.
The fundamental goal of a WSN is to produce, over an extended period of time, global
information from local data obtained by individual sensors. The WSN technology
will have a significant impact on a wide array of applications on the efficiency of
many civilian and military applications including combat field surveillance, intrusion
detection, disaster management among many others. The basic management prob
lem in the WSN is to balance the utility of the activity in the network against the
cost incurred by the network resources to perform this activity. Since the sensors are
battery powered and it is impossible to change or recharge batteries after the sensors
are deployed, promoting system longevity becomes one of the most important design
goals instead of QoS provisioning and bandwidth efficiency. On the other hand the
self-organization ability is essential for the WSN due to the fact that the sensors
are randomly deployed and they work unattended. We developed a self-organization
protocol, which creates a multi-hop communication infrastructure capable of utiliz
ing the limited resources of sensors in an adaptive and efficient way. The resulting
general-purpose infrastructure is robust, easy to maintain and adapts well to various
application needs. Important by-products of our infrastructure include: 1) Energy
efficiency: in order to save energy and to extend the longevity of the WSN sensors,
which are in sleep mode most of the time. 2) Adaptivity: the infrastructure is adap
tive to network size, network topology, network density and application requirement.
3) Robustness: the degree to which the infrastructure is robust and resilient. An
alytical results and simulation confirmed that our self-organization protocol has a
number of desirable properties and compared favorably with the leading protocols in
the literature.
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1

C H A PTER I
INTRO DUC TIO N
1.1

OVERVIEW

In the past decade, the areas of mobile computing and wireless networks have seen
an explosive growth both in term s of the number of services provided and the types
of technologies th a t have become available. Unlike their wired counterparts, most
types of wireless networks are rapidly deployable, scale well, and are cost-effective
[1, 90, 91]. Recent advances in nano-technology have made it technologically feasible
and economically viable to develop a large variety of Micro Electrical-Mechanical
Systems (M EM S)- miniaturized low-power devices, referred to as sensors, th a t inte
grate sensing, special-purpose computing and wireless communications capabilities
[45, 111, 120]. It is expected th a t sensors will be mass-produced making production
costs negligible [1, 90, 112, 120]. Individual sensors lack fabrication-time identi
ties, have a non-renewable power supply and, once deployed, must work unattended.
A large number of challenging applications ranging from creating sm art environ
ments to embedded agile systems are being contemplated th a t involve a massive
random deployment of sensors, numbering in the tens of thousands or even millions
[2, 29, 42, 45, 66, 84, 115].
Fig. 1 shows some sensor prototypes built at UCLA. On the left is a radio sensor
capable of sensing tem perature and light. On the right is a laser sensor capable of
sensing tem perature and humidity. It is also expected the sensors will become much
smaller in the foreseen future.
It is anticipated th a t aggregating sensors into sophisticated computation and com
munication infrastructures, called wireless sensor networks (WSN, for short)([14, 21,
40, 105]), will have a significant impact on a wide array of applications on the effi
ciency of many military and civilian applications, such as combat field surveillance,
intrusion detection (i.e. detecting unauthorized access to resources), and disaster
management [73, 118, 119]. The fundamental goal of a WSN is to produce, over an
extended period of time, global information from local d ata obtained by individual
sensors. WSNs process d ata gathered by multiple sensors to monitor events in an
area of interest. For example in a disaster management scenario, a large number
of sensors can be dropped from a helicopter. Networking these sensors can assist
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Fig. 1: Sensor prototypes.

rescue operations by locating survivors, identifying risky areas and making the res
cue crew aware of the overall situation. On the military side, the use of WSN can
limit the need for personnel involvement in the usually dangerous reconnaissance
missions [67]. Homeland security applications include law enforcement, remote re
connaissance, monitoring, surveillance and security zones ranging from persons to
borders [8, 50, 57, 61, 86, 101],

1.2

THE SENSOR MODEL

Basically, a sensor is an electronic device th a t is capable of detecting environmental
conditions including tem perature, sound, or the presence of certain objects. Sensors
are generally equipped with data processing and communication capabilities. The
sensing circuitry measures parameters from the environment surrounding the sensor
and transforms them into electric signals. Processing such signals reveals some prop
erties about objects located an d /o r events happening in the vicinity of the sensor.
The sensor sends such sensed data, usually via radio to a command center either
directly or through a data collection station (a base station or sink). The base sta
tion can perform fusion of the sensed d ata in order to filter out erroneous d ata and
anomalies and to draw conclusions from the reported data over a period of time.
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For example, in a reconnaissance-oriented WSN, sensor d ata indicates detection of a
target while fusion of multiple sensor reports can be used for tracking and identifying
the detected target.
The block diagram of a typical sensor is depicted in Fig. 2. The functionality
of the sensing circuitry depends on the sensor capabilities. In general, the sensing
circuitry generates analog signals whose properties reflect the surrounding environ
ments. These signals are sampled using the A /D converter and stored in the on-board
memory as a sequence of digital values. The sensed data can be further processed us
ing a d ata processor (microprocessor or DSP) prior to sending them over to the base
station using the radio transceiver. The capabilities of the d ata processor are subject
to a trade-off. A powerful DSP can be advantageous since it will allow the sensor
to transm it only im portant findings rather than excessive raw readings. Reducing
the sensors traffic generation rate can save the energy consumed by the radio trans
m itter and can decrease radio signal interference and collisions among the deployed
sensors. On the other hand, sophisticated d ata processing can consume significant
energy and can be a cost and a design burden by increasing the complexity of the
sensor design. In all cases, the sensor has to include some control logic to coordinate
the interactions among the different functional blocks. Such control function can be
also performed by the data processor if included.
Sensors are not new at all. For example, the oil industry uses geophone sen
sors for oil exploration and the military uses arrays of radars for intrusion detection.
However, traditional sensor systems are centralized, usually involved a small num
ber of sensors, all wired to a central processing unit where all the information is
processed. In contrast, we focus on distributed, wireless sensor network in which
the signal processing is distributed along with the sensing. Networking sensors en
able the sensors to cooperatively accomplish complex tasks and provide capabilities
greater than the sum of individual parts. The sensors are densely deployed either
inside the phenomenon or in close proximity hence can gather information th a t was
impractical or expensive to obtain by traditional means. The reason for wireless
communication is th a t in many applications, the environment to be monitored does
not have infrastructure for communication, the sensors must rely on wireless com
munication channel. The reason for distributed processing is th a t communication is
a major energy consumer as the radio power drops off rapidly. Therefore, one wants
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Fig. 2: The block diagram of a typical sensor.

to process the information as much as possible inside the network rather than send
ing it to a central processing unit. Moreover, instead of sending raw d ata to some
central node, sensors use their com putation abilities to locally process the d ata they
gathered (data fusion), and transm it only the required and partially processed data.
We assume a sensor to be a device th a t possesses three basic capabilities; sensory,
computation, and communication. A sensory capability is necessary to acquire data
from the environment. A communication capability is necessary for sending (receiv
ing) aggregated data and control information to/from other sensors or the sink. A
com putational capability is necessary for aggregating data, processing control infor
mation, and managing both sensory and communication activity. For our purposes,
we abstract each of the above capabilities in terms of operations th a t the sensor
performs. We assume th a t the unit of activity of a sensor is an operation. At any
point in time, a sensor, will be engaged in performing one of a finite set of possible
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operations, or will be idle (asleep). Example operations are sensing (data acqui
sition), routing (data communication; sending or receiving), computing (e.g. data
aggregation), and roaming (e.g. receiving control data). We assume each operation
performed by a sensor consumes a known fixed amount of energy and th a t a sleeping
sensor performs no operation and consumes essentially no energy.
We assume th a t individual sensors operate subject to the following fundamental
operational constraints.
• Anonymity: sensors are tiny commodity devices lacking fabrication-time IDs;
• Non-renewable energy budget: each sensor has a modest non-renewable energy
budget; once the energy budget is exhausted, the sensor becomes in-operational;
• Sleep-make cycle: each sensor is in sleep mode most of the time, waking up
at random points in tim e for short intervals under the control of a watchdog
timer;
• Reduced transmission range: each sensor has a modest transmission range,
perhaps a few meters; this implies th a t outbound messages sent by a sensor
can reach only the sensors in its proximity, typically a small fraction of the
sensors in the entire network. As a consequence, the WSN must be multi-hop
and only a limited number of the sensors count the sink among their one-hop
neighbors.
• Local information: for reasons of scalability, it is assumed th a t no sensor knows
the topology of the entire network.

1.3

INTERFACING SENSOR NETWORKS

There are several possible techniques th a t can be used to interface sensor networks
to the outside world and, in particular, to harvest the information they produce.
Perhaps the simplest involves using one or several sinks, special long-range radios,
deployed alongside with the sensors. Each sink has a full range of com putational
capabilities, can send long-range directional broadcasts to the sensors, can receive
messages from nearby sensors, and has a steady power supply.

In this scenario,

the raw d ata collected by individual sensors is fused, in stages, and forwarded to
the nearest sink th a t provides the interface to the outside world. Such a scenario,
involving three sinks A, B, and C, is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Illustrating a multi-sink sensor network.

Referring to Fig. 4, we note th a t the interface with the outside world may be
achieved by a helicopter or aircraft over flying the deployment area. In Fig. 4, an
external debriefing agent collects information from a select group of reporting nodes
(local sinks).
Besides acting as the d ata traffic destinations, the sinks are also in charge of
performing any necessary training and maintenance operations involving the sensor
network [75].

1.4

STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION OF W SN

Depending on the application, different architectures and design goals/constraints
have been considered for WSN. In this section we attem pt to capture architectural
design issues and to highlight their implications on the network infrastructure and
operation models proposed in the literature. We are using the routing protocol for
discussion in order to highlight how the infrastructure has been set to fit the network
operational model and to deal with the specific architectural issue. As will become
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Fig. 4: Information harvesting in a sensor network.

clear, the following short survey demonstrates th a t the concept of establishing a
general-purpose virtual infrastructure th a t can serve diverse applications and can be
mapped to the variant architectural and operational models has not been considered
in the literature.
There are three main components in a WSN. These are the sensors, the sink and
the monitored events. Aside from the very few setups th a t utilize mobile sensors,
most of the network architectures assume th a t sensors are stationary. On the other
hand, supporting the mobility of sinks or cluster-heads is sometimes deemed neces
sary. Routing messages from or to moving sensors is more challenging since route
stability becomes an im portant optimization factor, in addition to energy, bandw idth
etc. The sensed event can be either dynamic or static depending on the application.
For instance, in a target detection/tracking application, the event (phenomenon) is
dynamic whereas forest monitoring for early prevention is an example of static events.
Monitoring static events allows the network to work in a reactive mode, simply gen
erating traffic when reporting. Dynamic events in most applications require periodic
reporting and consequently generate significant traffic to be routed to the sink.
Another design consideration is the topological deployment of sensors. This is
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application dependent and affects the performance of the communication protocol.
The deployment is either deterministic or self-organizing. In deterministic situations,
the sensors are manually placed and d ata is routed through pre-determined paths. In
addition, collision among the transmissions of the different sensors can be minimized
through the pre-scheduling of medium access. However in self-organizing systems,
the sensors are scattered randomly creating an infrastructure in an ad hoc manner.
In th a t infrastructure, the position of the sink or the cluster-head is also crucial
in terms of energy efficiency and performance. W hen the distribution of sensors is
not uniform, optimal clustering becomes a pressing issue to enable energy efficient
network operation.
During the creation of an infrastructure, the process of setting up the network
topology is greatly influenced by energy considerations. Since the transmission power
of a wireless radio is proportional to the squared of the distance or even higher in
the presence of obstacles, multi-hop routing consumes less energy than direct com
munication. However, multi-hop routing introduces significant overhead for topology
management and medium access control. Direct routing performs well if all the sen
sors were very close to the sink. Most of the time sensors are scattered randomly over
an area of interest and multi-hop routing becomes unavoidable. A rbitrating medium
access in this case becomes cumbersome.
Depending on the application of the WSN, the d ata delivery model to the sink
can be continuous, event-driven, query-driven or hybrid. In the continuous delivery
model, each sensor sends d ata periodically. In event-driven and query-driven mod
els, the transmission of d ata is triggered when an event occurs or when a query is
generated by the sink. Some networks apply a hybrid model using a combination
of continuous, event-driven and query-driven d ata delivery. The routing and MAC
protocols are highly influenced by the d ata delivery model, especially with regard
to the minimization of energy consumption and route stability. For instance, it has
been concluded in [101] th a t for a h abitat monitoring application where d ata is con
tinuously transm itted to the sink, a hierarchical routing protocol is the most efficient
alternative. This is due to the fact th a t such an application generates significant
redundant d ata th a t can be aggregated on route to the sink, thus reducing traffic
and saving energy.
In a WSN, different functionalities can be associated with various sensors. In early
work on WSN, all sensors were assumed to be homogenous, having equal capacity
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in terms of computation, communication and power. However, depending on the
application, a sensor can be dedicated to a particular special function such as relaying,
sensing and aggregation since engaging the three functionalities at the same time on a
sensor might quickly drain its energy budget. Some of the hierarchical infrastructures
proposed in the literature designate a cluster-head different from the normal sensors.
While some networks have selected cluster-heads from the deployed sensors in other
applications a cluster-head is more powerful th an the sensors in terms of energy,
bandwidth and memory. In such cases, the burden of transmission to the sink and
aggregation is handled by the cluster-head.

1.5

ROADM AP

Our work focuses on the design of ultra-light self-organization and communication
protocols for a class of wireless sensor networks consisting of a large number of sensors
randomly deployed in an area of interest. A basic management problem in wireless
sensor networks is to balance the utility of the activity in the network against the
cost incurred by the network resources to perform this activity. The scarce resource
in the network th a t is of prim ary concern is energy.
The limited power budget of individual sensors mandates the design of energyefficient d ata gathering, fusing, and communication protocols. Recent advances in
hardware technology make it clear th a t a major challenge facing the sensor network
community is the development of ultra-lightweight communication protocols for self
organization, network maintenance, d ata collection and fusion, and routing [2]. In
regard to network protocol design, we have significant experience on Internet, mobile
ad-hoc networks and cellular networks.

There is a great deal of protocols devel

oped for those networks. Unfortunately, many existing protocols are not suitable
for WSNs, which possess quite different physical and communication characteristics.
More importantly, the application requirements are novel and unique, which requires
us to reconsider network protocol design principles and methodologies.
This dissertation begins an introduction to the sensor model and the structure
and organization of sensor networks.

Chapter II discusses applications and cur

rent protocol design technologies of sensor networks. Chapter III discusses the sen
sor network characteristics, where we provide the requirement analyses. We argue
th a t those requirements are so dramatically different from the existing networks and
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thus make the WSN design somewhat unique to the others. We summarize the re
quirements th a t are going to significantly impact the protocol design and emphasis
th a t energy efficiency is the prim ary concern. And we discuss the methods we are
using to develop energy efficient protocols.

Chapter IV presents a novel energy-

efficient self-organization protocol for sensor networks. The protocol performs the
basic self-organization services including establishing communication links and set
ting up medium access control scheme. By organizing the sensors, the protocol also
constructs a general-purpose infrastructure which supports to design various efficient
communication protocols. Chapter V discusses another m ethod for constructing a
general-purpose infrastructure, called sensor training. By training sensors to learn
their grain-coarse locations, a training protocol imposes a dynamic coordinate system
on top of the sensor network. Chapter VI presents a routing protocol, which using
the infrastructure constructed in C hapter IV to fulfill the requirements described in
Chapter III. In Chapter IV, V and VI, the protocol performance analysis and the
findings in our simulation are also given. This dissertation ends with conclusions and
a discussion of future research directions in Chapter VII.
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C H A PTE R II
STATE OF THE ART
II. 1

THE APPLICATIONS OF SENSOR NETWORKS

The sensor network technology started by a DARPA-sponsored Sm artD ust program
[111], where the sensor network is first defined as:
A sensor network is a deployment of massive numbers of small, inex
pensive, self-powered devices th a t can sense, compute, and communicate
with other devices for the purpose of gathering local information to make
global decisions about a physical environment.
By this definition, a sensor network consists of a massive number of very small
sensors densely deployed in the area of interest. The sensor network is deployed for
gathering information from the environment. Later the DARPA definition of the
sensor network is expanded a litter further by the National Research Council:
Sensor networks are massive numbers of small, inexpensive, self-powered
devices pervasive throughout electrical and mechanical systems and ubiq
uitous throughout the environment th a t monitor (i.e., sense) and control
(i.e., effect) most aspects of our physical world.
Thus, the sensor network not only is considered to gather the information from
the environment but also to control the environment.
Since building massively-deployed sensor networks is prohibitively expensive un
der current technology, small-scale sensor networks were developed in the past few
years. These small-scale prototypes support a growing array of applications ranging
from sm art kindergarten [77, 87, 99] to sm art learning environments [23], to habi
ta t monitoring [82, 102], to environment monitoring [19, 24, 62], to greenhouse and
vineyard experiments [18, 43], and to forest fire detection [18, 19]. These prototypes
provide solid evidence of the usefulness of sensor networks and suggest th a t the fu
ture will be populated by pervasive sensor networks th a t redefine the way we live
and work [90].
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There are many different types of sensors including seismic, therm al, visual, in
frared, acoustic and radar which are able to monitor a wide variety of ambient con
ditions. In addition, the sensors also can be used for event detection, event identifi
cation, location sensing, and local control of actuators. Due to the varieties of these
sensors, a large number of sensor network applications is proposed in the literature,
these applications includes military surveillance, health monitoring, environmental
sampling, machine diagnosis among many others [2].

II. 1.1

Military Application

Wireless sensor networks can be an integral p art of military command control,
communications, computing, intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance and target
ing (C4ISRT) system [2]. Large scale, low cost and small size sensors can be densely
deployed in inhospitable physical environment, such as battlefield or toxic locations.
These sensors have the ability to cooperate themselves to accomplish a significant
range of tasks, such as surveillance, reconnaissance of opposing forces, targeting or
damage assessment etc.

II. 1.2

Health Application

Smart sensors, which have created by combining sensing materials with integrated
circuitry, are being considered for several biomedical applications such as a glucose
level monitor, cancer detectors or retina prosthesis [88]. The requirements for medical
sensor systems are biocompatibility, fault-tolerance, energy-efficiency, and scalability.
For biomedical applications, the locations of sensors axe fixed and the placement can
be pre-determined.

The power must be carefully controlled to avoid damage to

the surrounding tissue. The human body is mostly water and thus has attenuation
characteristics similar to water. Extremely high frequencies can’t be used.

II. 1.3

Home Application

The sensors are so simple and small th a t it can be buried into almost anything
[73]: such as vacuum cleaners, microwave ovens, refrigerators, and VCRs. They can
interact with each other and with outside network via the Internet. The applications
include personal location system, sm art environment etc. Most sensors are not mobile
or mobile with low speed. The communication must be of reasonably short range to
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allow proximity to be inferred from connectivity.

II.1.4

Mobile Sensor Network

Mobile sensor technology is also proposed in the literature [92]. These mobile sensors
can form a large-scale, ad-hoc wireless network and cooperates to accomplish varied
tasks, such as: troops of low-cost sensors are used to explore and acquire maps of
unknown environment. The mobile sensors must be able to avoid objects and move
to a certain location. The mobile sensors make the network topology dynamic, and
truly ad-hoc. On the other hand, since mobile sensors are more “intelligent” than
stationary sensors, they can form a network th a t maximizes certain characteristic.
For instance, the mobile sensors can move to locations of low signal strength to
improve throughput along a multi-hop transmission path.

II.2

PROTOCOL DESIGN

Early researches [1] identified the technical challenges for designing sensor networks.
For examples, the sensor network must be able to self-organize into a functioning
network and self-locate and identify information destinations. The information de
livered by the sensor network must be in tim e and must be accurate in terms of false
positives/negatives. Those challenges will influence sensor network operating and
network protocol choices.
The researchers realized th a t the sensor network is fundamentally different from
previously studied networks [23, 97]. Comparing with the existing computer networks
such as the Internet, the mobile ad-hoc networks and various wired or wireless local
area networks, the sensor network presents not only different physical characteristics,
but also different overall structure of network applications and services. The appli
cations of the sensor network demand a different set of network services. Some of
them remain the same of the existing computer networks but need to be redesigned
for novel requirements (e.g. energy efficient). Those services include the medium
access control (MAC) and d ata routing. Some of them raise brand new challenges
(e.g. self-organization [97], localization [3, 17], coverage [63, 64]) th a t do not exist
before.
By comparing with the existing computer networks, it becomes clear th a t most
existing protocols do not meet the requirements of the sensor network. The massive
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deployment of sensors in a sensor network, combined with anonymity of individual
sensors, limited power budget and - in many applications - a hostile environment,
pose daunting challenges to the design of protocols for sensor networks. For one
thing, the limited power budget at the individual sensor level m andates the design
of ultra-lightweight communication protocols. Likewise, issues concerning how the
data collected by individual sensors could be queried and accessed and how concur
rent sensing tasks could be executed internally are of particular significance. An
im portant guideline in this direction is to perform as much local d ata processing at
the sensor level as possible, avoiding the transmission of raw d ata through the sensor
network. Indeed, it is known th a t it costs 3J of energy to transm it 1Kb of d ata a dis
tance of 100 meters. Using the same amount of energy, a general-purpose processor
with the modest specification of 100-million-instructions/watt executes 300 million
instructions [84, 98].
As a consequence, the sensor network must be multi-hop and only a limited
number of the sensors count the sink among their one-hop neighbors. For reasons of
scalability, it is assumed th a t no sensor knows the topology of the network.
One of the approaches for designing sensor network protocols is to model the
sensor network after conventional computing networks. Based to the great amount
of design experiences learned from the Internet and the mobile ad-hoc networks,
protocols about self-organization [97], medium access control [116] and routing [7, 41]
are designed to meet the requirements of the sensor networks. This approach has
led to many successes, however, only on the network communication level. On the
application level, the experiences stop helping the protocol design since the nature of
the sensor network is about gathering information instead of providing point-to-point
communication. This fact forces the researchers reaching out for other methodologies.
One of these promising approaches, proposed by Jones et al. [44], is to model the
sensor network after the biological ecosystems.
The authors of [44] argued th a t in the presence of a massive deployment, sensor
networks must behave as a community of organisms, where individual sensors operate
asynchronously and autonomously in parallel. For th at, sensor networks can benefit
from lessons learned from the way biological ecosystems are organized. The paper
demonstrated th a t fully distributed d ata aggregation can be performed in a scalable
fashion in massively deployed sensor network. Based on this model, novel techniques
for d ata aggregation, energy conservation and bottleneck elimination are developed.
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C H A PT E R III
DESIGN REQ UIREM ENT
III.l

NETW ORK CHARACTERISTICS

III. 1.1

Physical Characteristics

It is widely believed th a t the following physical features will dramatically impact the
design of sensor network protocols:
• Extremely limited in power, bandw idth and memory
• Random and massive deployment
• Facing highly dynamic situation (in term s of tasks, environment settings, net
work topology)
• Sensors work unattended
• Prone to failure
First of all, the sensors are battery powered, and it is often impossible to change
or recharge batteries after the sensors are deployed. Energy consumption becomes
of prim ary concern for designing protocols. In order to show a clear picture, let us
consider the sensor operations described in Section 1.2. The m ajor tasks performed
by a sensor are: sensing, computing and communication. Research shows th a t in a
low power radio network, the communication (routing, roaming and idle) consumes
much more power than computing and sensing. Moreover, the energy consumed by
receiving and listening (attem pting to receive) is of the same order of magnitude as
transm itting. Typically, in an existing ad-hoc wireless network, the idle-receive-send
ratio of energy consumptions is about 1:220:300. In a lower energy radio network such
as the DEC Roam about radio network [47], the above ratio is reduced to 1:8.23:16.2.
Stemm and Katz [100] reported th a t the ratio is further reduced to 1:1.05:1.4 in a
very low power radio network. Therefore, the major challenge becomes to design
network protocols th a t minimize the communication operations, which, in turn, in
dicates th a t sensors should be in sleep mode most of the time. Since the sensors are
massively deployed in an area, normally it is not necessary th a t the sensors mon
itor the environment all at the same time. At any moment in time, only a small
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set of sensors (referred as the active workforce) is required to be awake to monitor
the environment. On the one hand, we want the sensing field provided by the active
workforce covers an area as large as possible. On the other hand, the active workforce
is desired to be as small as possible for prolonging network lifetime.
Second, Sensor networks face highly dynamic situations in the sense th a t sensors
are normally deployed on a remote terrain or in a hostile environment.

Sensors

can die for many reasons: Energy depletion, being destroyed or mechanism failure.
During the network lifetime, sensor failure could be a regular event.

Unlike the

network nodes in the Internet, sensors are not given individual attention due to their
tight environment constrains. The sensors must work unattended. Moreover, the
sensors work together as an integrated system to gather and process information. The
sensors must coordinate to establish a communication network after the deployment
and adapt to any configuration changes. And all those tasks have to be done without
human intervention.
A nother im portant physical feature is th a t the sensor network normally uses
the wireless communication. The wireless communication is much more difficult to
achieve than the wired communication because the surrounding environment inter
acts with the signal, blocks signal paths and introduces noise and echoes. As a result,
the protocol design faces more difficulties such as low bandwidth, high error rates,
and frequent disconnections. Furthermore, the wireless communication is a broad
cast communication in nature. The challenges for protocol design also include the
well known near-far problem, hidden term inal problem and the broadcast storm is
sue [71]. Note th a t wired sensor networks are also proposed in the literature. Wired
sensor networks can be used in health caring, sm art home, and machine diagnostic
etc. However, many sensor network applications only work with wireless sensors be
cause of the environmental constrains. For instance, sensors may be deployed in the
battlefield, forest, mountain or space, where the wired sensor network is impossible
to establish.
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III. 1.2

Communication Characteristics

Application-specific
Most existing computer networks such as the Internet and MANET are application
independent communication networks. Although those networks are somewhat dif
ferent based on their physical features and communication manners, from application
point of view, they are very similar systems. T hat is, the network is an end-to-end
communication system, which is designed to be independent of various applications.
To achieve the application independency, a set of design principles called “endto-end arguments” were established. The reasons behind the principles were stated
very clear in [6]:
The end-to-end arguments concern with building a general-purpose com
munication system. The principles suggest th a t specific application-level
functions usually cannot, and preferably should not, be built into the
lower levels of the system.
These principles indicate th a t applications live at the “endpoints” of the networks,
where the application data are processed. The network communication services are
responsible for forwarding packets between the “endpoints” of the network. These
principles are realized very well by the layered architecture model (OSI and TCP
Reference Model). In this model, not only are the applications independent to the
network communication services, layers are also independent to each other. Each
layer specifies its own interface (a set of input and output services) to its users (other
layers). In this way, the whole system is partitioned into several software components
(layers). Those components are able to work together regardless how they are im
plemented as long as their interfaces are the same. Each component is able to evolve
individually. The layered architecture design model dram atically decreased the com
plexity of network software development and maintenance. However, an im portant
drawback of the general-purpose communication system is th a t it is impossible to
optimize network resource utilization for all the applications. And more than likely,
independent application usually implies th a t the network resource utilization is not
optimized for any of the applications.
Due to the extreme limitations in power, memory, communication and computa
tion capabilities, the advantages of the application-independent are thwarted by the
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energy efficiency requirement. Fundamentally, the sensor network is a new class of
network, which we called an application-specific data gathering, processing and deliv
ering network to distinguish with the traditional end-to-end packet switching network
([13]). As it is said in [23]
Traditional networks are designed to accommodate a wide variety of ap
plications. Sensor networks are tailored to the sensing task at hand.
The application-specific nature of the sensor network indicates th at, instead of
simply forwarding packets, the sensor network is specified how to process and deliver
data. Such requirements include the sensing task, deadline, location, priority, and
cost etc. Application level information is involved into the low-level communication
protocols.

The application information involvement demands to design so called

data-centric protocols. On the other hand, traditional networks are packet switching
networks, where the application information is embedded in the packets and will not
be processed by the low level communication protocols.
For instance, d ata gathered by sensors have to be processed locally and sent to a
“local” base station for d ata fusion. If the raw d ata were sent to the “end” user, the
communication overhead would be excessive, far exceeding the restrictions imposed
by low power and low bandw idth communication. And in many cases, sensors have
to process the raw data cooperatively to produce results such as the location, speed
and direction of a moving target.
C o m m u n ic a t io n m o d e

One of the critical differences between WSNs and conventional computer networks is
th a t the former does not operate in point-to-point mode. Generally speaking, there
are only two types of traffic in the sensor network.
• Information querying (one to many);
• Information delivering (many to one)
Queries are sent by the sink to task the sensors, request for information, or order
to collect more data. Flooding or limited flooding mechanisms are usually employed
to propagate queries in the network (one to many mode). And the requested data
are sent by the sensors all the way back to the sink to answer the query (many
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to one mode). This feature has a dram atic impact on the d ata routing protocol
design. In traditional computer networks, which operate in point-to-point mode,
routing protocols need to m aintain routes for any pair of nodes in the network. In
deed, popular routing protocols existing today in the Internet are mainly based on
all sources (destinations) shortest path algorithm. It is clear th a t those protocols
will not migrate well to the sensor network not only because they are heavyweight
in terms of network resources but because they are inappropriate. Also, because of
the sheer number of sensors, the sensor network requires an efficient flooding mech
anism for information querying. A so called “broadcast storm ” problem described
in [71] demonstrates the flooding deficiencies. Tackling this problem is more about
establishing a communication infrastructure and less about designing algorithms.
Another im portant difference between the sensor network and the traditional
computer network is th a t sensors do not need addresses (e.g. MAC address and IP
address). In the traditional computer network (e.g. Internet), node address is used
to identify every single node in the network. Various communication protocols and

algorithms are based on this low level naming scheme. However, the sensor network
is about information retrieval, not point-to-point communication. T hat is, the sensor
network applications focus on collecting data, rather than providing communication
services between network nodes. Individual sensor addresses is not essential for WSN
applications [36].
To emphasis the differences, we summary the unique characteristics of the sensor
network here:
• The sensor network is an application specific d ata gathering and delivering
network;
• Sensors use broadcast communications instead of point-to-point communica
tions;
• Sensors do not need and thus normally do not have global identifications.

III.2
III.2.1

DESIGN REQUIREMENT
Promoting System Longevity

Due to the power lim itation and lack of means for changing or recharging batteries,
promoting system longevity is the most im portant requirement for the WSN design.
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Power consumption becomes the prim ary consideration instead of QoS provisioning
or bandwidth efficiency [98]. In order to save energy, we need to identify the en
ergy consumers first. According to the sensor model described in C hapter I, we can
think of a sensor th a t consists of three components: the sensing unit, the commu
nication unit and the processing unit. Although the power consumption can vary
with different application tasks, it is concluded th a t the communication unit is the
biggest energy consumer on board. Fig. 5 shows the typical power consumption of
sensor subsystems. One can see th a t the communication unit dominates the power
consumption. Moreover, main power consumption of communication is for transm is
sion, receiving and idle listening (trying to receive). Surprisingly, the idle listening
consumes the same amount of energy as receiving. Hence, leaving the transceiver
on (i.e. idle listening) for long periods will be the major factor th a t impacts the
longevity of the network [98].

Power consumption of node subsystems
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Fig. 5: Identify power consumption.

III.2.2

Scalability

One of the major concerns in designing protocols for the WSN is scalability. We
expect there are a large number of sensors in the WSN and these sensors are densely
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deployed. A desired protocol should not only scale to the number of sensors but also
to the network density [29]. The network density //(/?) is defined in term s of number
of sensors per nominal coverage area. Thus, if N sensors are scattered in a region of
area A, and the transmission range of each sensor is R,
N-x-R1
m R) = — j —
Network density is a very im portant param eter in sensor networks.

(i)
In [29], the

authors explore some principles for designing a scalable, long-lived, robust and self
organizing sensor network. They point out th a t sensor network algorithms are more
effective when the network is dense. However, a denser network poses challenges
for network protocol design. For examples, radio transmission is more likely to be
collided and interfered. Also, it will cause more overhead for building and maintaining
routes in the network.

111.2.3

Self-organization and Self-maintenance

The self-organization capability is essential for the sensor network due to the fact
th at the sensors are random deployed and they must work unattended. The goal of
a self-organization protocol is to create a communication infrastructure that:
• supports various communication protocols, and
• allows the protocols to utilize the network resources efficiently.
The infrastructure built by the self-organization protocol can have significant impacts
on WSN design: A hierarchical structure is preferred to d ata fusion and scalabil
ity requirement; a backbone infrastructure helps to alleviate the “broadcast storm ”
problem and reduces the control message overhead for data routing; and a cluster
structure can ease the tasks for medium access control and active workforce selection.
However, the creation and maintenance of the infrastructure is also a burden
to carry. On the one hand, it is an overhead in terms of power, bandw idth and
latency th a t should be minimized. On the other hand, due to the sensor failure, the
infrastructure must be able to self-maintain efficiently for a long time period.

111.2.4

Adaptivity

Sensor networks face a highly dynamic environment. Such dynamics include power
level, task, network density and network topology etc. The protocols designed for
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sensor networks should allow the communication system to adapt to those dynamics.
Furthermore, a sensor network is likely a redundant system. Since a large number
of sensors are densely deployed, neighbor sensors could be very close to each other.
Also the sensing region of these neighbor sensors could be highly overlapped. Hence
the sensors can produce highly redundant information. The effects of the redundancy
are twofold: On the one hand, redundant information occupies network bandwidth,
decreases system throughput and consumes energy unnecessarily. On the other hand,
redundant information increases the fault-tolerance of the system and improves the
fidelity of the answers. The challenge (or trade-off) is to maximize the advantages of
redundancy and minimize its disadvantages.

III.2.5

Secondary Requirements

O ther requirements such as QoS, bandw idth efficiency, throughput, latency and fair
ness, which are the primary concern in the other networks, will become secondary in
the sensor network. Nevertheless, these secondary goals still need to be taken into
consideration for protocol design. For instance, in MAC protocol design, the fairness
is an im portant goal in conventional networks since behind each network node there
is a human user. It is desired to give each user equal opportunity and time to access
the medium. In the sensor network, the fairness is not a m ajor concern as long as
the whole system works well. The m ajor goal of a MAC protocol is to provide energy
efficient medium access. However, a fairness system is usually a b etter one in respect
with prolonging network lifetime. Intuitively, a sensor network in which each sensor
equally consumes energy will be alive longer than a sensor network th a t does not.

III.3
III.3.1

METHODOLOGIES
Localized Algorithms

In a thought-provoking paper, Estrin et al. [23] argued th a t the basic characteris
tics of WSNs, including fully distributed operation and a highly dynamic topology,
make it imperious to design protocols th a t are localized rather than centralized.
Centralized protocols require global information at each sensor. Consequently, these
protocols may perform well only for small networks. In fact, in large WSNs global
information can either be hard or even impossible to obtain in a timely and energyefficient fashion.
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On the other hand, localized protocols are especially attractive for WSNs be
cause of their scalability and robustness. They only require local information which,
as a rule, is readily available to individual sensors by virtue of d ata collection, data
fusion, and strictly local communication with immediate neighbors. A number of
protocols in the literature are localized, but use an excessive number of messages
between neighbor sensors. For instance, some topology control and position deter
mination protocols require a large number of messages to be exchanged between
neighbors. Because of the severely limited bandwidth, energy budget and medium
access problems caused by excessive messaging, message exchanges between neigh
bors to construct an d /o r m aintain a local topology or to perform any other operation
should be minimized, possibly avoided altogether. In addition to localized protocol
operation, it is also im portant to consider the maintenance cost of such topology. For
instance, if the cluster structure is adopted, what happens when cluster leaders move
or fail? Does the update procedure remain local, and, if so, what is the quality of
the maintained structure over time? Some maintenance procedures may not remain
local. This happens when local change triggers message propagation throughout the
network. Of course, localized maintenance is preferred, meaning th a t local topology
changes should be performed by a procedure th a t always remains local, involving
only the neighborhood of the affected sensors. Occasionally, local information may
be supplemented by a limited amount of global information broadcast by the sink (for
instance, the position of the sink). To suit this scenario, Chan and Perrig [12] call a
protocol strictly localized if all information processed by a sensor is either local in na
ture or global but, in this latter case, obtainable immediately (in short constant time)
by querying only the sensors immediate neighborhood. As an illustration, consider a
protocol th a t constructs a spanning tree by performing a distributed Breadth-First
Search involving only local communications. Such a protocol would be a localized
protocol but not a strictly localized since it takes time proportional to the diameter
of the network and the entire network must be traversed before the spanning tree
can be constructed. This definition of strictly localized protocols captures the ability
of localized protocols to perform independent and simultaneous operations which is
especially desirable for WSN.
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III.3.2

Virtual Infrastructure

Overlaying a virtual infrastructure over a physical network is a time-honored strategy
for conquering scale. There are, essentially, two approaches to this exercise. The
first is to design the virtual infrastructure in support of a specific protocol. However,
more often than not, the resulting infrastructure is not useful for other purposes.
The alternate approach is to design a general-purpose virtual infrastructure with
no particular protocol in mind. The challenge, of course, is to design the virtual
infrastructure in such a way th a t it can be leveraged by a m ultitude of different
protocols.
Along this line of thought, our strategy is to design a simple self-organization
protocol for massively deployed WSN consisting of a large number of anonymous,
energy-constrained sensors. An interesting by-product of our self-organization pro
tocol is a robust virtual infrastructure. Importantly, in addition to being strictly
localized our self-organization protocol is energy-efficient. Extensive simulation re
sults show th a t our self-organization protocol has a number of desirable properties
and compares favorably w ith the leading protocols in the literature. In particular,
the resulting general-purpose infrastructure is robust, easy to maintain, and adapts
well to various application needs. One of the virtues of this infrastructure is the
creation of a powerful multi-hop communication network capable of utilizing the
limited resources of sensors in an adaptive and efficient way. Additional im portant
by-products of our virtual infrastructure include:
• Energy efficiency: In order to save energy and to extend the longevity of the
WSN, sensors keep in sleep mode most of the time;
• Adaptivity: The resulting virtual infrastructure is adaptive to network size,
network topology, network density, and application requirement;
• Robustness: The degree to which the virtual infrastructure is robust and re
silient.

III.4

SUMMARY

Early computer networks were designed with the hardware limitations as the main
concern and the software as an afterthought [104], After the hardware become m ature
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and stable, this strategy no longer works. Highly complicated software was devel
oped for the computer networks. The WSN technology is very much in its infancy
stage. Again, we have to go back to the old time: designing the protocols with the
hardware limitations as the main concern. They include the power, communication,
computation and memory limitations. Besides those limitations, we face a totally
new issue: the WSN is an application-specific d ata gathering network, not a generalpurpose communication network. This issue raises completely different system design
philosophies. We are on an uncharted territory now. The biggest questions we are
facing are-w hat’s the software architecture for the sensor network, what are the new
system design principles? In this dissertation, we developed several protocols and
algorithms for sensor network self-organization, location training and d ata routing.
Hopefully, we can gain some experiences for designing sensor network and find some
clues for answering above questions.
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C H A PT E R IV
SELF-ORGANIZATION
In this chapter, we consider the sensors to be randomly scattered in an area of
interest. After the deployment, a self-organization protocol is required to build a
communication infrastructure. The infrastructure provides a basic platform for
• Hop-by-hop wireless communication: The communication links between the
sensors have to be established.
The existing ad hoc networks usually use the neighbor discovery mechanism to
establish communication links. As it turns out, the neighbor discovery mecha
nism is not necessary for the sensor network and its communication overhead
can be avoided.
• Medium access control: The scheme for sharing the communication medium
has to be specified.
The medium access control scheme is th e determining factor of the sensor net
work lifetime and thus needs to be carefully designed.
• Sensor scheduling: The sensors have to divide the sensing task among them 
selves.
The most efficient manner of utilizing sensor network resources is to schedule
the sensors for the sensing and communication tasks.

IV. 1

BACKGROUND

IV. 1.1

Medium Access Control

In this section, we investigate various existing MAC protocols designed for ad-hoc
wireless networks.
In all the shared-medium networks, the medium access control (MAC), which
provides a fundamental network service, decides when and how the neighbor nodes
transm it and receive packets to/from each others. The main objective of the MAC
protocol is to avoid collisions so th a t two interfering transmissions do not occur at
the same time.

The collision causes energy and bandwidth to be wasted due to
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corrupted packets and subsequent retransmissions. Even worse, collision detection is
not possible in a radio communication network due to what is known as the near/far
problem ([60]):
To detect a collision, a station must be able to transm it and listen at the
same time, but in radio systems the transmission drowns out the ability
of the station to hear a collision.
Another MAC-layer problem specific to wireless is the hidden term inal issue ([46],
which also can cause collisions. The hidden term inal problem is illustrated in Fig.
6: W hen node A begins transm itting a packet to node B, since Node C is out of
the range of node A, it thinks the media is free. So node C may start to transm it a
packet at the same time or little later. The two packets are collided at node B.
The hidden term inal problem shows th a t, without an organized structure, col
lisions avoidance is not a purely local problem. Decisions made by nodes th a t are
two-hops away can affect each other. And it is also possible th a t the decisions cause
a chain reaction th a t produces global effects.

Fig. 6: Hidden terminal: node A is hidden from node C.

There are many MAC protocols th a t have been developed to avoid or prevent
collisions. Table 1 shows two major research lines that dominate wireless network
MAC protocol design.
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Table 1: MAC protocol category
Category
Representative network
Contention based protocol Mobile ad hoc networks
Schedule based protocol
Cellular networks

A typical example of the contention based medium access control protocol is
the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSM A/CA) protocol.
Basically, in every CSMA based protocol, network nodes attem pt to avoid collisions
by sensing the media. The CSM A/CA scheme uses a two-way handshake procedure
(DATA/ACK). Each node senses the media before transm itting the DATA packet.
If the media is free, the DATA packet is transm itted. Due to the near/far problem,
the sender is not able to detect DATA packet collision. An explicit acknowledgement
(ACK) packet is required to be sent by the receiving node to conform th a t the DATA
packet arrived intact. If the media is busy, the node with DATA packets will delay
the transmission until the media is free (based on some back off mechanism).
IE E E 802.il MAC is a standard CSMA based MAC protocol, which also specifies
an optional control mechanism (RTS/CTS) to solve the hidden term inal issue. Ac
cording to this scheme, the control packets (RTS/CTS) tem porally reserve the media
and prevent the interfering transmissions.
PAM AS [94] modifies IEEE 802.11 protocol to save energy. The basic idea is
th a t a node powers off if it is overhearing a transmission and does not have a packet
to transm it. However, it requires an extra radio system and more importantly, it
does not address the issue of reduce idle listening, which is the dominating factor for
energy conservation to a low power radio communication system.
Basically, since CSMA based MAC protocols require network nodes monitoring
(idle listening) the channel all the time, from energy conservation point of view, they
are not the best choice for the WSNs.
Recent progress to achieve energy efficiency in contention-based MAC protocols
result in protocols th a t hybrid the CSMA with a time frame, such as SMAC [116]
(discussed in the next section) and IEEE 802.15.4 [32],
IEEE 802.15.4 is a developing standard for low-complexity, very low-power and
lower cost wireless personal area networks. IEEE 802.15.4 MAC requires th a t each
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node send a beacon packet once a frame. After sending the beacon, a node will listen
to a channel for a very short time period to allow other nodes make contact with it
and otherwise tu rn off the radio. CSM A/CA scheme is used to avoid collisions when
multiple nodes contend for the same destination.
Although energy efficiency can be achieved in a contention-based MAC protocol,
there are other issues th a t prevent them from being employed in sensor networks, as
it is pointed out correctly in [2]:
Traditional CSMA based schemes are deemed inappropriate as they all
make the fundamental assumption of stochastically distributed traffic and
tend to support independent point-to-point flows. On the contrary, the
MAC protocol for sensor networks must be able to support variable, but
highly correlated and dominantly periodic traffic.
Another major research line of MAC protocols are based on reservation and
scheduling. Typically, the TDMA frame is established at local in a group of nodes
called a cluster. To reduce the likelihood of power interference, each cluster operates
on different code or frequency. This class of MAC protocol is inspired by the cellular
network communication model. The self-organized version was first proposed in [4]
for a small radio network. The basic idea is refined by M. Gerla and colleagues [30]
and converted into a widely recognized medium access control framework. Various
protocols based on this framework were developed, such as the MAC protocol in
commercial wireless communication product (Blue Tooth [33]), and the LEACH [38]
in sensor networks as well.
Blue Tooth is the combination of TDMA in piconets (clusters) and frequencyhopping (FH)-CDMA. The piconets are dynamic established and released.

Only

eight nodes are allowed in a piconet. A special mechanism is developed to establish
connections between nodes. In order to find each other and make connection, three
elements have been defined to support connection establishment: scan, page, and
inquiry. A node in idle mode wants to sleep most of the tim e to save power, in order
to allow connections to be formed, the node periodically wakes up to listen for its
identity. A node th a t wants to connect has to transm it the access code (derived from
callee’s identity) repeatedly at different frequencies. To save energy, a paging unit is
added on each node.
Schedule based protocols have a natural advantage of energy conservation com
pared to contention based protocols, because the duty cycle of the radio can be
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reduced significantly and there is no contention-introduced overhead and collisions.
However, managing a hierarchical structure in a dynamic network and supporting
inter-cluster communication are not easy tasks. Both LEACH and Blue Tooth use a
simple two-level hierarchical structure. In LEACH, the clusters do not communicate
with each other, instead, the cluster leaders communicate with a sink (the destination
of the sensing information) directly.

IV. 1.2

Related Work on Self-organization

The main goal of this section is to offer a succinct review of some of the self
organization protocols proposed in the recent literature on WSN. These protocols are
typically used to organize the network into several clusters [2, 5, 12, 16, 28, 107, 110]
or to construct a spanning tree [39, 55, 58, 121] infrastructure for d ata collection
and delivery. There are other approaches as well. In [42], the virtual infrastructure
consists of a set of paths dynamically established as a result of the controlled diffu
sion of a query from a source node into the network. Relevant d ata is routed back
to the source node, and possibly aggregated, along these paths. The paths can be
viewed as a form of d ata dissemination and aggregation infrastructure. However,
this infrastructure serves purpose of routing and d ata aggregation and it is not clear
how it can be leveraged for other purposes. A similar example is offered by [9] where
sensors use a discovery procedure to dynamically establish secure communications
links to their neighbors; collectively these links viewed as a secure communications
infrastructure. As before, it is not clear th a t the resulting infrastructure be lever
aged for other purposes. Quite recently, Olariu et al. [75] have proposed a powerful
virtual infrastructure th a t is general purpose and th a t can be leveraged by a large
number of protocols to provide energy-efficient solutions to an array of applications
ranging from d ata warehousing to security. However, the virtual infrastructure on
[75] assumes WSN is already self-organized.
Clustering was proposed in large-scale mobile networks as a means of achieving
scalability through a hierarchical approach. For example, medium access layer, clus
tering helps increase capacity by promoting the spatial reuse of the channel; at the
network layer, clustering helps flooding efficiently, reducing the size of routing ta 
bles, and striking a balance between reactive and proactive routing control overhead.
Unfortunately, the vast m ajority of clustering protocols designed for MANET and
other wireless network do not migrate well to WSN. Indeed, most of the clustering
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protocols for wireless networks (e.g. lowest ID, highest connectivity [30], weighted
clustering) rely on neighborhood information. To collect neighborhood information,
the clustering algorithms have a neighbor discovery phase before the clusters are
constructed. A Hello message is used to exchange information between neighbors.
To ensure the correct collection of neighborhood information, the “Hello” message
has to be broadcasted repeatedly. In WSNs, the “Hello” message mechanism will
not work well for several reasons. If the sensors are in sleep mode most of the time,
it takes much more time and energy for sensors to collect neighborhood information.
The denser the network, the larger the probability th a t “Hello” messages will collide,
which costs even more time and energy. Accurate neighbor information is critical in
point-to- point communication networks. It is needed not only for clustering, but
also for some more fundamental network functionality such as routing. This is not
necessarily true in WSNs.
Due to the importance of clustering a number of lightweight clustering protocols
have been proposed for WSNs [5, 38]. In these clustering protocols, cluster leaders
are elected at random: sensors elect themselves to be leaders with a predetermined
probability p. The resulting protocols tend to be energy-efficient: they do not rely
on neighbor discovery; and, in addition, they scale in both the number of sensors in
the network and network density.
However, by relying on probability p as a fixed system param eter is way to rigid
making the protocol un-adaptive to WSN dynamics. W hen the network topology
changes (e.g. sensors expire or fresh sensors are added), the probability has to be
changed accordingly. Usually it is not easy to do so in a large, multi-hop and dynamic
network. In addition, random leader election is somewhat arbitrary. The elected
leaders could be too crowded in one area and too sparse in another area. Moreover,
communication between clusters is not fully addressed in those algorithms.

In a

multi-hop, cluster-based communication system, an efficient and adaptive mechanism
for inter-cluster communication is necessary.
NeuRFon netform [39] is a self-organizing wireless network for low d ata rate, lowpower sensors. A low duty cycle MAC scheme like IEEE 802.15.4 is used to reduce
energy consumption at each sensor. At network formation time, a spanning tree
backbone is constructed to support multi-hop routing. In [39], network maintenance
algorithms are also proposed to help m aintain network cohesiveness. One issue of
spanning tree self-organization is a long network formation period. The simulation
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results in the paper [39] showed th a t a 64-nodes network needed approximately 95s
for network formation. The reason of a long formation period is because the span
ning tree formation algorithm is not a strictly local algorithm. It indicates th a t the
algorithm is not scalable to network size and density.
S-MAC [116] puts sensors into periodic sleep mode for energy conservation. Each
sensor is free to choose its own listen/sleep schedules (periodically sleep and listen)
and broadcast the schedule to all its one-hop neighbors. Some neighbor sensors may
choose the same schedule to form a virtual cluster. A sensor can receive packets
during its listening period. A contention MAC mechanism (same as IEEE 802.11) is
used when multiple sensors want to talk to a sensor.
Sohrabi and Pottie [96, 97], Sohrabi et al. [98] and Pottie and Wagner [84] have
proposed various self-organization protocols for WSNs. The most intriguing of these,
reported in [98], th a t we shall refer to as SMACS, combines neighbor discovery and
channel assignment phases. A sensor wakes up at random times and sends invitation
messages to find its neighbors. After a sensor finds a neighbor, these two sensros
negotiate and assign a pair of slots on th e super frame (TDMA) for transmission
and reception.

The basic idea is let sensors form links on the fly. They call it

non-synchronous scheduled communication (NSC).
LEACH [38] is a clustering-based protocol th a t utilizes randomized rotation of
local cluster leaders to evenly distribute the energy load among the sensors in the
network. The algorithm is run periodically to ensure every sensor becomes a leader
at least once within 1 /P rounds, where P is the desired percentage to become a
leader in each round. D ata fusion can be used to reduce global communications.
The authors point out th a t using a minimum energy routing protocol, sensors th a t
are near the sink will die fast. In LEACH, cluster-leaders send d ata directly to the
sink to prolong the network lifetime. However, it limits the protocol’s usage because
in a very large network some sensors may be deployed far from the sink and not able
to directly communicate with the sink.
In [107], the necessary organization techniques for WSNs are identified. These
techniques include: sensor deployment, sensor activation, neighbor discovery, cluster
formation, routing, and network maintenance. Among these techniques for network
organization, neighbor discovery and cluster formation were investigated in the paper.
The author pointed out th a t efficient neighbor discovery can be a challenge due
to the fact th a t sensors are in sleep mode most of the time. A modified beacon
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approach (advertise-reply beacons) was proposed to discover neighbors efficiently.
Nevertheless, neighbor discovery is an energy consuming procedure, especially when
the network is dense.
The idea of clustering in [107] is to periodically have sensors volunteer to elect
themselves as cluster leaders if volunteers are qualified. The leaders ask their mem
bers to campaign for new members until an adequate group size is reached. The
author claims th a t this approach is adaptive to the network topologies and is realiz
able in a relatively simple state machine th a t does not incur heavy communication
patterns.

IV .2

SELF-ORGANIZATION PROTOCOL

The main goal of this section is to spell out the details of a novel self-organization
protocol th a t will endow the amorphous set of massively deployed sensors with a
robust virtual infrastructure.
Ideally, we desire th a t sensors only power on when they have works (sensing,
receiving or transm itting) to do. To achieve energy efficiency, sensors’ awake time
should be scheduled. For a large scale sensor network, global scheduling is out of
question. The natural way is to organize sensors into clusters. In each cluster, a
cluster leader can schedule the sensors’ sleep and awake time to avoid idle listening
and to achieve collision-free communication. The cluster leader can specify at what
time and which sensors in the cluster are going to sense, receive or transm it. The
other sensors of the cluster are free to power off if there is no work assigned to them.
W hen the sensors are organized into clusters, application tasks axe assigned to
clusters, not individual sensors. The cluster leader can have the tasks accomplished
adaptively depending on the cluster conditions (e.g. the size of the cluster, power
levels etc.) and the task requirements (e.g. reliability, latency etc.). Inside a cluster,
the leader can arrange sensors to consume energy equally and to communicate col
lision free. And if neighbor clusters use different frequency for transm itting, power
interference between clusters is also reduced.
Our self-organization protocol organizes a large number of sensors into a multi
hop, collision free and adaptive communication infrastructure. After the infrastruc
ture is constructed, energy efficiency can be achieved via local scheduling. Three
main functionalities of the protocol are listed below:
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1. Establishing a multi-hop communication infrastructure
The constructed infrastructure enables the collision free communication. On
the one hand, the infrastructure isolates clusters to reduce the power interfer
ence (neighbor clusters have different frequency channels). On the other hand,
the collision resolution mechanism avoids the power interference between neigh
bor leaders (neighbor leaders have different beacon sending time).
2. Selecting the sensing workforce in each cluster
Based on the sensing task at hand, a set of sensors are selected as an active
workforce in each cluster. In a cluster, the leader schedules the routine trans
m itting and receiving events. Unpredictable events are handled by the wakeup
mechanism.
3. M aintaining the communication infrastructure
In order to provide robust and continuous services, a leader retirement scheme is
developed for maintaining the clusters. In addition, unpredicted leader failures
are handled by re-clustering mechanism.

IV. 2.1 Clustering
Our leader election scheme is based on the club algorithm developed in [69]. After
deployment, each sensor sleeps for a random time period uniformly distributed over
an interval (0, T), after which it waking up. Upon waking up, each sensor starts to
listen for a beacon frame time period. We note here th a t the length F of a beacon
frame is a system param eter determined a priori as a function of the overall mission
of the deployment. If a sensor has not received any beacon packets by the end of
its listening time period, it becomes a leader and starts to broadcast beacon packets
periodically as showed in Fig. 7(a). The leader broadcasts a beacon packet every
beacon frame to announce its leadership. If a sensor received some beacon packet by
the end of its listening time period, it becomes a cluster member of some cluster. A
member uses the beacon sending time to distinguish neighbor leaders and it has to
be awake at its leaders’ beacon sending time to receive the beacon packet. To ensure
th a t the sensors are receiving all the beacon packets, a member repeats its random
sleep pattern (Fig. 7(b)) until leader election phase ends.
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Fig. 7: Leader election. Cluster leaders are the sensors who wake up, at local, the
earliest.

Since the leader broadcasts a beacon packet every beacon frame and every sensor’s
listening time period lasts exact the same time interval, the sensors within a leader’s
radio range would not miss th a t beacon packet. In other words, after a leader is
elected and starts broadcasting beacons, the sensors in the leader’s radio range would
not elect itself to be a leader no m atter when they wake up.
In the leader election phase, there are two im portant system parameters: the
sleeping range T and beacon frame length F. Each node in the network will wake up
at least once during T . At th e end of the listening period F , every sensor becomes
either a leader or a member. Thus, the leader election phase normally ends in T + F
time (W ith an exception th a t a small amount of extra time may be needed for solving
the leader collisions).
The clusters formed by the leader election procedure present some interesting
geometry and topology properties, which will be discussed in Section IV.3.
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IV.2.2

The Beacon Frame

Although initially not synchronized, the sensors in a cluster are naturally synchro
nized to its leader beacon frame. We further divide each beacon frame into a number
of time slots as shown in Fig. 8.

Beacon Frame
•

V.
B Slot

C Slot W Slot

•

•

M Slot

Fig. 8: Beacon frame for medium access control.

Each beacon frame starts and ends at every beacon packet sending time. The
length of the beacon frame is predetermined as an application specific parameter.
Since the slots in the beacon frame are dynamically assigned to the cluster members
based on the sensing tasks, the number of slots is not related to the number of
sensors in the cluster. The first slot of the beacon frame is called beacon slot (B
slot) and is reserved for the cluster leader to send the beacon packet. The second
slot is reserved for members to report leader collisions and is called collision slot (C
slot). Since the leaders are elected at random, there is a small chance th a t neighbor
leaders may elect themselves at the same time. A sensor can report the collision
by sending a packet in the C slot. The third time slot (wakeup slot or W slot) is
reserved for members to wake up leaders. To save energy, if it did not hear anything
in its wakeup slot, each leader goes to sleep from the end of its wakeup slot until its
next beacon sending time. The cluster members can wake up its leaders by sending
a packet in the W slot. The rest of time slots of the beacon frame are called member
slots (M slot). Cluster members use their member slots to send packets to the cluster
leader. A sensor in a cluster acquires at most one member slot. Importantly, this
mechanism endows the sensors th a t have acquired slots in the cluster with tem porary
ID numbers. Indeed, the slot number of an individual sensor becomes its tem porary
ID in the cluster. Upon receiving a beacon packet from the leader, a sensor can
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determine the followings:
• The next beacon sending time. (The length F of a beacon frame is known)
• The slot boundaries. (The length of a slot is known)
The leaders use a predetermined frequency channel to broadcast beacon packets
in every beacon slot. Members use another special frequency channel to report leader
collisions in the collision slot. In order to reduce power interference between neighbor
clusters, each leader chooses a frequency channel at random from a relatively large
pool. The chosen frequency is broadcast within the beacon packet and will be used by
the cluster members to send packets to the leader. In this way, cluster members use
their own cluster frequency channel to communicate with their leader. The channel
will be different from their neighbor cluster frequency channels. Although leaders
use a common channel to broadcast their beacon packets, leader election procedure
and collision resolution mechanism guarantee th a t neighbor leaders (the leaders th a t
their transmission ranges overlap with each other) send their packets at different
times.
Members wake up their leaders by sending a packet in their leader’s wakeup slot.
If the leader receives the packet correctly (i.e. only one packet is sent at wakeup
slot), the leader goes to sleep to save energy.

However, if the leader only hears

noise in its wakeup slot, it has to switch to listening mode (on its chosen frequency
channel) during the rest of the beacon frame.

Usually leaders will schedule the

packet transmission and sending time. This wakeup mechanism is only needed when
scheduling is not possible (such as when members are competing for member slots).

IV.2.3

Collision Resolution

Since the leaders elect themselves at random, it is possible th a t the beacon packets
collide with each other. There are two situations th a t need the collision resolution
mechanism: The actual beacon collision and the potential beacon collision.
The actual beacon collision refers to the situation where two or more nearby
sensors wake up at exactly the same time (or very, very close) and decide to become
leaders. The beacon packets sent by the new leaders are corrupted. The collided
leaders may or may not have common members (the sensors th a t can hear the noise).
If they do not have common members, due to the near/far problem, the new leaders
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have no way to detect the collision. But this causes no harm. If some sensor heard
the collision, it sends a collision packet in th e collision slot (starts at the time one
slot late after the sensor switched from idle listening to receiving). If a leader heard
any packet or noises in its collision slot, it randomly selects another tim e to send
its beacon packet. Its beacon frame time period will start at th a t time. However,
the leader will be in idle listening mode until it sends a new beacon packet. If it
receives a beacon packet before it sends its own beacon packet (the collided leaders
are neighbors), it will not send the beacon packet and become a member.
In the leader election phase, beacon packets sent by leaders are very short to
avoid beacon collision. However, later on beacon packets may become much longer
when data or other control information is inserted into beacon packets. If the beacon
transmission times of two or more nearby leaders are so close th a t their beacon slots
overlapped with each other, enlarged beacon packets may collide with each other.
W hen a sensor receives some short beacon packets th a t are close enough to cause the
collision problem, it sends a collision packet at the leaders’ collision slot (C slot) and
reset its listening tim er (restart its listen time period). If a leader hears any thing at
its collision slot, it randomly selects another time to send its beacon packet.
Note the sleeping interval (0, T ) contains a very large number for sensors to choose
since the time unit is a micro-second (ms) or even a nano-second (ns). For instance,
if T = Is, the sleeping interval contains 106 (ms) or 109 (ns) numbers. Moreover,
the beacon collision only happens at local. Hence, the chance of beacon collision is
relatively small (Depends on the local density of the sensors).
The collision resolution mechanism ensures th a t neighbor leaders send beacon
packets at separated times. It brings the system following advantages: (a) It reduces
power interference, b). Neighbor leaders may use beacon packet sending time to
identify themselves.
Occasionally, neighbor clusters may choose the same frequency -a frequency col
lision. The common members of nearby clusters (if any) may report to its leader and
the leaders will randomly choose different frequencies -resolving the collision.

IV.2.4

Slot Competition

After leaders have been elected and clusters established, cluster members can compete
for member slots in their beacon frame. First, a sensor randomly chooses a slot from
the current “free” member slots in the beacon frame. Then the sensor sends a report
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packet th a t contains the chosen slot number to its leader. The report packet is sent
twice (in wakeup slot and in the chosen slot). The leader will confirm the slot if
it receives the packet. A frame bitm ap describing its new frame usage will be sent
within its next beacon packet.

A sensor may select another free time slot if its

previous chosen slot is not confirmed. For instance, if two packets are sent a t the
same slot, the leader will receive no packet at th a t slot (noises are heard and ignored
by the leader).
The slot competition mechanism is designed as a building block th a t can be
employed in various protocols. As it turns out, this mechanism provide a lightweight
protocol for electing an active workforce, usually, a small subset of the local sensor
population. (In Section IV.2.6). It is also used for the active gateway confirmation
(In Section IV.2.5) and for the replacement leader selection (In Section IV.2.7).

IV.2.5

Active Gateway

In the network clustering phase, the sensors th a t wake up the earliest are elected
to be cluster leaders.

Each leader broadcasts a beacon packet in its beacon slot

every beacon frame. A beacon packet contains a frequency channel number, a frame
bitm ap and an active gateway table. The frame bitm ap describes the leader’s frame
usage. Each bit in the bitm ap represents a slot in the beacon frame. 0 indicates a
“free” slot. 1 indicates an “occupied” slot. An “occupied” slot represents a cluster
member. The slot number is considered as the tem porary ID of the cluster member.
Common sensors of two or more overlapped clusters are declared to be gateways.
Adjacent clusters use their gateways to communicate with each other. In a dense
network, the number of gateways of two clusters may be large. A leader can confirm
one of its gateways as its active gateway for every neighbor leader. A leader has an
active gateway table th a t stores its active gateway information. Each entry in an
active gateway table contains a neighbor leader identifier (the beacon sending time)
and a slot number, which is the tem porary id of an active gateway th a t connected
to th a t neighbor leader. Two overlapped clusters are connected if each cluster has
at least one active gateway confirmed for the other cluster.
For example, consider adjacent leaders v and u in Fig. 9(a). The active gateway
tables and beacon frames of these leaders are showed in Fig. 9(b) and (c). The
active gateways connecting leader v and leader u are sensor A and B , respectively.
Depending on the rule for choosing an active gateway, both sensor A and B can be
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the active gateway of leader u or v. Regardless of which sensor is chosen, a leader
only chooses one sensor per neighbor leader as its active gateway.

(a)

G atew ay T able at u

G atew ay Table at v

B

36

0 1 2

0 1 2
u

78

B

V

41
A

(b)

A

59
B

Fig. 9: Illustrating active gateways.

Each cluster member stores its leader’s frame bitm ap and gateway table.

A

gateway, which receives more than one beacon packet during its listening time period,
stores a frame bitm ap and a gateway table per leader. For example, Fig. 9(b) and (c)
shows the leader frame information and active gateway tables th a t stored at gateway
A and B . Using the gateway tables, a gateway can find out if two adjacent leaders
are connected. The frame bitm ap is used for a member to compete a “free” time slot
as described in the previous section.
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For instance, when gateway A receives a beacon packet from leader v, it stores
the new frame information (the frame bitm ap) and active gateway information (the
gateway table) for leader v. Then it checks if leader v is connected to all its adjacent
leaders (It checks the leaders active gateway table to find out if leader v has an active
gateway for every adjacent leader). If an adjacent leader u is not in the gateway table
of leader v, gateway A will randomly choose “free” slots for both leader v and u. Then
it sends a report packet in each of those slots to leader v and u. Each report packet
will contain the neighbor leader information (its beacon sending time and its chosen
frequency channel). Based on the receiving report packets, a leader confirms one
gateway per neighbor cluster. The leader may confirms the first reporting gateway
as the active gateway and marks the corresponding bit as “occupied” in its bitmap.
(The leader ignores the other gateways for the same neighbor leaders and leaves their
chosen slots as “free” ). The updated frame bitm ap and active gateway table will be
broadcast in its next beacon packet. Note th a t two neighbor cluster leaders may
confirm different active gateways to each other, hence, there will be up to two active
gateways between any pair of neighbor clusters. Also note th a t a sensor may become
an active gateway of three or more neighbor clusters.
The active gateways are responsible for forwarding d ata between neighbor leaders.
For instance, as showed in Fig. 9, if leader v wants to send d ata to leader u, it inserts
the d ata into its beacon packet as payload and specifies th a t the payload is for leader
u. The active gateway A forwards the payload to leader u in slot number 41 (in leader
it’s beacon frame and use leader u ’s frequency channel) and send an acknowledgement
(ACK) to leader v in slot number 78 (in leader As beacon frame and use leader As
frequency channel).
Once the leaders are elected and the gateways are confirmed, the infrastructure
of the network is established. We refer the reader to Fig. 10 for an illustration.
From the energy saving point of view, let us consider the energy consumption
in terms of the sensor awake time per beacon frame. A leader broadcasts a beacon
packet in B slot and listens in C slot and W slot. Hence, given the number of slot
F per beacon frame, a leader’s awake percentage is p. Similarly, a cluster member
listens for the beacon packet in each beacon frame. The awake percentage for a
member is p. The awake percentage for an active gateway can be as much as twice
or more.
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Fig. 10: An example of a sensor network communication infrastructure. The circles
indicate clusters in the network. Cluster leaders are the dots located at the center
of the circles. Two connected lines between two circles indicate a pair of connected
clusters. The common end of these two lines is an active gateway.

IV.2.6

Active Workforce

As already mentioned once a sensor had acquired a slot, the offset of this slot in
the frame provides a tem porary ID th a t can be used in various protocols. This is
a very im portant feature th a t can be exploited by a number of protocols th a t use
the infrastructure provided. Indeed, a number of protocols in the WSN literature
were designed with sensors with IDs in mind: such protocols do not work directly
on anonymous networks. The fact th a t our clustering provides (locally unique) IDs
allows these protocols to leverage our infrastructure with no additional overhead.
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It is also worth noting th a t since the length F of the frame is a fixed system
param eter and since the deployment of sensors is assumed to be massive, the number
of sensors th a t acquire a slot in the cluster frame is usually a fraction of the total
local sensor population. This choice was deliberate as it contributes to extending the
longevity of the network. Also, this design decision is conducive of fault tolerance
and security: should a sensor fail a fresh sensor is immediately available to take its
place.
The active workforce of a cluster changes dynamically under the task executed.
Indeed, in order to ensure longevity re-clustering may be necessary. In this context,
an im portant question is to determine what sensors are eligible for participating in
active workforce. The most obvious choice is to allow sensors to flip a coin in order
to decide if they will take part in the competition for slots. Clearly, this strategy
promotes load balancing and helps prolonging the longevity of the WSN.
The election of an active workforce is started by leader sending a beacon packet,
which contains a competition probability p and an energy threshold E t. Each mem
ber of the cluster first compares its remaining energy with the energy threshold, if its
remaining energy is below the threshold, the member will not compete for a work
force. If its remaining energy is over the threshold, the member decides if competing
for a workforce randomly based on the given probability.
Assume th a t the leader advertises k “free” slots in the beacon frame. If the leader
lets its members compete
a slot at probability

for the workforce at “will” , each cluster member chooses

Then

the expected number ofelected workforcedepends on

the number of cluster members (N ).
The probability th a t a slot is occupied by exact one sensor can be w ritten as:

<2>
Let X \ be the random variable th a t counts the number of slots th a t are occupied
by exact one sensor. The expected value of X \ can be w ritten as following:
E[Xi] = k * Pr[ 1]
= N*( l - i ) " - 1

(3)

Similarly, the probability th a t a slot is not occupied by any sensor can be written

as:
/M 0] = (1 — i ) "
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Table 2: Mean and standard deviation for X \ (k=100)
N
E(X0
X l (n = 100)
5 (X j) (to = 100)
X \ (n = 10)
S ( X i ) (n = 10)

100
36.97
36.86
4.67
38.1
4.88

200
27.07
27.32
3.97
27.2
3.88

300
14.86
15.02
3.13
13.7
3.27

400
7.25
7.16
2.52
5.90
3.48

500
3.32
3.25
1.74
3.50
1.78

600
1.46
1.42
1.27
1.10
1.12

700
0.62
0.54
0.72
0.30
0.68

Table 3: Mean and standard deviation for X 0 (k=100)
N
E ( X 0)
X 0 (n = 100)
S ( X 0) (to = 100)
X 0 (to = 10)
S ( X 0) (to = 10)

100
36.6
36.9
2.76
36.3
3.30

200
13.40
13.41
2.72
13.5
2.99

300
4.90
4.89
1.91
5.20
2.04

400
1.80
1.89
1.36
1.90
1.20

500
0.66
0.76
0.90
0.30
0.68

600
0.24
0.22
0.48
0.00
0.00

700
0.09
0.09
0.32
0.00
0.00

Let Xo be the random variable th a t counts the number of slots th a t are not
occupied by any sensor, the expected value of Xo can be written as:
E[ X0] = k * Pr[0]

= fc*(l-i)"

(5)

Table 2 and Table 3 gives the mean and the standard deviation of the samples
for X i and X 0. We choose a large sample (n = 100) and a small sample (n — 100)
to show the statistic properties of those random variables. The tables show th at
the means of the samples axe very close to the expected values even for the small
samples and the standard deviations of both samples are also small. In particular,
the standard deviations of the samples for X 0 is smaller than th a t for X\ . It indicates
the variance of Xo is smaller, too.
Assume the leader needs to recruit a workforce of size m, we want to determine
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a probability (p ) so th a t the expected value of X i is rn :
E[ X i] = fc*(

fN~

j * p * ( l —p)

(6)

= m

Thus, the solution of following equation will be the desired probability th a t used
by cluster numbers to compete for slots.
m - p H i - P ) N^ - j ^ k = o

(7)

where the function f ( p ) : [0,1] —>R
The derivative of function f(p) is:
f ( p ) = ( l - p f - ' - p ( N - l ) ( l - p ) N- 2
= (1 - p) N~2(l - p - p N +p)
= (1 ~ p )JV_2(l ~ p N)

(8)

Since the derivative f' (p) is a continuous function and /(0 ) = / ( l ) , Rolle’s theo
rem guarantees th a t 3q, 0 < q < 1, at which f ( q ) — 0. Clearly, q =

as showed in

Fig. 11.
Notice th a t if f ( j j ) < 0, no solution exists for the equation (7). If f ( j j ) > 0, we
can find a

solution in (0, jj]

by

using Newton’s method.

However, in order to solve the equation (7), the leader has to know the number N
in advance. The number N can be estim ated by the following procedure: the leader
first “guesses” a probability, and let its member use this “guessed” probability to
compete for slots. Then the leader estimates the number N based to the result of
the slot competition.
Assume the slots th a t not occupied by any sensor is mo, than based on equation
(5), we have:
m 0 « k * (1 —po) N
log ^

« log(l - Po)N

(9)

And the estimated value of N is:
loe mo.
(io)

The value of N can also be estim ated based on equation (3). According to Table
2 and Table 3, however, we can get a better estimation of N based on equation (5).
The estimation becomes very accurate after a few tries of the slot competition.
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Fig. 11: Illustrating the function f(p).

IV.2.7

Self-maintenance

An im portant functionality th a t the self-organization protocol needs to provide is to
m aintain the communication infrastructure. Sensors may fail due to many different
reasons. W hen a leader and an active gateway dies, part of the infrastructure needs
to be reorganized.

Re-clustering
In our protocol, leader failure can be aware immediately when its members miss
a beacon packet. The members th a t are not gateways have to elect new leaders
among themselves.

(Gateways do not participate in leader re-election. However,

active gateways will inform the neighbor clusters the leader failure).

The leader

election scheme is the same as described in IV.2.1. However, the sleeping range
(backup range) can be much shorter since the number of sensors th a t participate
in the leader re-election is smaller than before. When a new leader is elected, the
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gateway confirmation is also triggered to connect the new cluster into the system.
If a cluster member is inactive (i.e. is not involved in any sensing task or any
communication task), it will wake up only at every beacon slot to receive leader’s
beacon packet. However, in order to maintain the communication infrastructure,
every sensor (except leaders) needs to listen for a beacon frame once in a while. The
reason is th a t old leaders may fail and new leaders may be elected.
Also, new sensors may be added to the system. It is inevitable th a t some new
sensors may elect themselves as leaders since they belong to none of the old clusters.
The members of old clusters m ust listen for a beacon frame once in a while in case
new leader is elected. Since this is an energy consumption procedure, the interval
between two listening is set to a very large value. We do not need this procedure
to run fast since it just is a local problem th a t usually does not reduce the system
performance dramatically.

Leader retirement
Cluster leaders play very im portant roles such as medium access controlling as well
as sensing and task scheduling. Since cluster leaders normally consume more energy
than cluster members, we developed a more aggressive maintaining scheme called
the leader retirement. In order to provide continuous services and to avoid leaders
becoming a single point of failure, a replacement leader can be selected before the
original leader uses up its energy budget.
As showed in Fig. 12, when the remaining energy of a leader is below a given
threshold (Et), the leader starts a procedure for selecting a replacement leader among
its members. Meantime, the leader continues to function until the replacement leader
is selected. And then, the original leader is “retired” and the replacement leader will
take over.
The criteria of a “good” replacement leader are the following:
1. Connectivity: The replacement leader should be within transmission range
from all active gateways if possible;
2. Coverage: The replacement leader should be within transmission range from
all the original cluster members if possible(leave no one behind);
3. Longevity: The replacement leader should have a large remaining energy bud
get.
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Initial energy level

Energy threshold

T im e line

Fig. 12: Illustrating the energy consumption for a leader.

Fig. 13 shows the beacon frame and the frame bitm ap during the replacement
leader selection. Note th a t the member slots are divided into smaller slots. The
“occupied” slots (indicated by 1 in the frame bitm ap) reserves the space for active
gateways, current workforce and neighbor leader beacon slots.
One way to choose a “good” replacement leader is to use “topology sensing”
scheme proposed in [4]. The topology sensing scheme takes two beacon frame periods.
In frame 1, each member (non gateways and its remaining energy is over the threshold
E t) in the cluster broadcasts a probe packet in a “free” slot and listens to all other
slots. Each active gateway also broadcasts an active gateway packet in its reserved
slots. Each member counts the number of probe packets it received and also counts
the number of active gateway packets it received. After frame 1, each member will
find out who are its neighbors. In frame 2, the leader broadcasts a new frame bitm ap
(Fig. 13(c)) th a t indicates which probe packet actually went through. Each member
th a t secures a slot in frame 1 reports its counts and its remaining energy to the
leader. After frame 2, the leader knows its cluster topology and the remaining power
of its members. The leader is able to choose the “best” replacement leader among
its members.
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Fig. 13: Illustrating the beacon frame for replacement leader selection.

The original leader chooses a replacement leader based on member’s connectivity,
coverage and longevity (in th a t particular order). Then the leader announces its
retirement and the new leader in its next beacon packet. The new leader starts its
beacon frame at the beginning of its chosen slot and broadcast its beacon packets.
The active gateways th a t can receive the new beacon packet remain as the active
gateways (their tem porary IDs are changed accordingly, though). The retired leader
will become a member of the new cluster.
If some members can not receive the beacon packet from the new leader, they
will elect a leader among themselves as described in previous section.

Active gateway retirement
Since an active gateway has to be awake in the beacon slots of all neighbor clusters
to which it belongs, it consumes more energy th an a normal cluster member. Similar
to the leader retirement, a replacement active gateway can be selected before the
energy budget of the current active gateway is used up.
The remaining question is what should be done in the case where two clusters
are left without gateways. One of possible solutions is to establish a link between
clusters by using “half-gateways” . An example of the “half-gateways” is illustrated
in Fig. 14. However, in order to find each other, those “half-gateways” have to send
probe packets and monitor the radio channel to receive probe packets, which causes
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extra energy consumption.

Fig. 14: Half-gateway example: node A and B are half-gateways.

IV.2.8

A New Look at the Beacon Frame

For simplicity, we divide the beacon frame into equal length slots.

Each slot is

sufficiently long to send a packet th a t contains the sensing data. However, the control
packets are normally much shorter th an the d ata packets. In previous section, we
showed th a t the length of the slot can be changed to fit a particular requirement.
The collision packet for collision resolution is one of the control packets th a t are
very short. Hence, we can combine the C slot and W slot into one slot as showed
in Fig. 15. This slot is divided into many mini slots. The first mini slot is used by
members sending collision packet. And we call it the C mini slot. The rest of the
mini slots are used by members waking up the leader and are called W mini slots.
Using the new beacon frame, the leader’s awake slots can be reduced to 2 per
beacon frame. It is a significant saving in term of energy consumption. Furthermore,
some W mini slots can be reserved for the active gateways so th a t the leader will
know exactly when to wake up to listen to a packet sent by an active gateway.
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Fig. 15: Beacon frame for medium access control.

IV.3

TOPOLOGY PROPERTIES AND SIMULATION RESULTS

IV.3.1

Topology Properties of the Infrastructure

In this section, we present the properties of the infrastructure built by the self
organization protocol. A simplistic model of the infrastructure is based on the fol
lowing assumptions:
• N sensors lie in a bounded area A 2. We assume the area is a square;
• The sensors are deployed randomly inside the bounding area;
• Each sensor has a transmission range of r. Hence, the cluster leaders in the
network must be at least r apart (Assuming no leader collision).
Using the method developed in [69], a cluster is modeled as a circle of radius
centered at the cluster leader. As illustrated in Fig. 16, these circles will never
overlap due to the assumption th a t the cluster leaders are at least r apart. The
problem of finding the maximum number of clusters can be restated as a packing
problem: what is the maximum number of non-overlapping circles of radius | th a t
can be packed in a plane? It is proved in [69] th a t if the bounding area is given,
the maximum number of clusters is fixed, and does no depend on the number of
sensors in the network. The problem of finding the expected number of clusters can
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Fig. 16: A cluster is modeled by a circle of radius

be restated as a 2D parking problem [83, 85]: what is the expected number of circles
of radius | th a t are randomly placed on a surface such th a t none overlap and also no
uncovered space large enough to fit another circle? At present, no analytical solution
exists for the 2D parking problem. The computer simulation and the experimental
results obtained in [25, 74] suggest th a t the expected cover limit is 0.547 for the 2D
parking problem.
Fig. 17 shows the actual bounding area for the circles th a t model the clusters.
Assume the inner box is the sensor bounding area, then the bounding area for the
circle of radius | is illustrated by the outer box. Using the value of the 2D parking
limit, we have

Property IV. 1 The expected num ber E ( n ) of clusters in a square o f area A 2 can be
approxim ately evaluated by the follow ing equation:

Since neighbor cluster leaders must be at least r apart, the circles of radius |
th a t model the neighbor clusters must be fit within an annulus as showed in Fig. 18.
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Fig. 17: Cluster parking area.
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Fig. 18: Neighboring cluster packing area.
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Fig. 19: 18 circles of radius \ are packed inside an annulus of inner radius
outer radius 2r + | .

Fig. 20: 7 circles of radius \ are packed inside a circle of radius y .
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Using the result found by Kravitz in 1967 [22], 18 circles of radius | can fit within
the annulus (see Fig. 19). We claim that:

Property IV .2 The degree of a clu ster is at m ost 18.
Note the area of the annulus in Fig. 18 is 6 n r2, the expected degree of a cluster
can be approximately evaluated as:

m = -Q'54J(E)27rr2=1313

(12)

Property IV .3 The expected degree of a clu ster is close to 13.13.
Similarly, using the result th a t proved by Graham in 1968 [22] (seeFig. 20, we
claim that:

Property IV.4 A gatew ay can belong to no m ore than 7 clusters.
And the expected number of clusters to which a gateway belongs can be approxi
mately evaluated as:

Property IV .5 The expected num ber o f clusters to which a gatew ay can belong is
close to 4-92.

IV.3.2

Simulation Results

Our test-bed was implemented using PARSEC [78], a discrete-event simulator devel
oped at UCLA, by placing the sensors randomly in a square of size 800mx800m. The
given radio range is 200m and the beacon frame has length of 100 slots. The sensors
wake up at random times, which axe distributed uniformly over (0, T), where T is
the sensor sleeping interval.

Constructing the infrastructure
We are interested in the performance of our self-organization algorithm and the
performance of data delivering using the constructed communication infrastructure.
In addition to implementing and simulating our own self-organization protocol (re
ferred to as CM ACS) we have also implemented and simulated the best-known self
organization protocol of Sohrabi et al.

[96, 97, 98] th a t we refer to as SMACS.
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Fig. 21: Performance of the SMACS protocol (Energy consumption).

Among other things, we have compared and contrasted the performance of these
two protocols in terms of the amount of energy and time required to complete the
self-organization protocols. We use time slots to measure energy consumption, and
have assumed th a t transm itting consume twice the amount of energy as listening or
receiving.
In both protocols, energy consumption in network self-organization is greatly in
fluenced by two factors: 1) the listening ratio at sensor level and 2) the network
density at network level. Basically, sensor listening ratio specifies the average per
centage time th a t the sensor is awake. In SMACS, the listening ratio is “bootup
period: super frame” [96]. In CMACS, the listening ratio is “beacon frame: average
sleep time (T /2) + beacon frame” . Note th a t we keep the transmission range and
area size constant in our simulation, thus, increasing network density merely means
increasing the number of sensors in the network.
Fig. 21 and 22 demonstrate the performance of the SMACS protocol. When
network density remains constant, average energy consumption decreases a little bit
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Fig. 22: Performance of the SMACS protocol (Connection time).

as listening ratio decreases. After the listening ratio reaches a certain point, the
energy consumption starts to increase because the connection time increases rapidly.
One can see this trend clearly when the network density is small (at 10 and 20).
And when the listening ratio remains constant, average energy consumption and
connection time decreases as network density increases. However, after the network
density reaches a certain point, the energy consumption and connection time starts
to increase.
Fig. 23 and 24 demonstrate the performance of our CMACS protocol. Similar to
SMACS, after listening ratio reaches a certain point, the performance starts to get
worse. And we get better performance when the network is dense because, as the
network density increases, average energy consumption does not increase back up.
The reason is th a t the number of backbone sensors (leaders and active gateways) in
our protocol remains small as the network density increases (Fig. 25). Furthermore,
the number of backbone sensors approaches a constant when the network density is
large enough.
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Fig. 23: Performance of the CMACS protocol (Energy consumption).
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Fig. 24: Performance of the CMACS protocol (Connection time).
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Fig. 25: Illustrating the average number of nodes in the backbone network.

A lesson learned from the simulation is th a t although intuitively we want the
sensors to be turned off as long as possible, it is not always the best strategy for
energy saving. If the listening ratio of sensors is too small, they may spend much
more time to accomplish a certain task (e.g. self-organization) and eventually spend
more energy than a scheme with a larger listening ratio.
Fig. 26 and 27 compare the best performance of CSMACS (listen ratio is 0.083)
and SMACS (listen ratio is 0.1). CSMACS has b etter performances in terms of the
amount of energy and time required to connect the network th an SMACS does. The
differences become larger when the network becomes denser. The reason is th a t in
order to connect the whole network, CSMACS only needs to set up the backbone
network. The other sensors in the network attached to the backbone automatically.
And the number of sensors in the backbone network comparing to the number of
overall sensors is very small, especially when the network is dense. The figures showed
th a t both protocols are scalable to the number of overall sensors and CSMACS has
better scalability to the network density than SMACS does.
Fig. 28 represents the real energy consumption ratios (wakeup ratio) for CSMACS
and SMACS at different network density. In both protocols, the ratios are little over
0.10. It indicates th a t both protocols are energy efficient. Although we can decrease
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Fig. 28: Comparing the best wakeup ratio.

this ratio further by decreasing the listening ratio further. The performance in term
of energy saving will get worse. This effect is showed in Fig. 21, 22, 23 and 24.

Flooding overhead and response time
The next two figures illustrate the performance of the communication infrastructure
constructed by the two protocols plus the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol as an extra
reference in Fig. 29.
Fig. 29 shows the query message overhead of a simple flooding, in which query
messages are forwarded only once.

Using IEEE 802.11 protocol, every sensor in

the network has to forward a query once. The number of message transm itted is
the number of sensors in the network.

SMACS does not take any advantage of

broadcasting. In fact, it turns the broadcasting mechanism into many uni-castings.
W hen a sensor receives a query, it has to forward it to every one of its neighbor
sensors, except the sender. Hence, the flooding overhead is very high. In CMACS,
only the backbone sensors (leaders and gateways) forward query messages. We get
the least amount of query forwarding as a result. An interesting observation we had
is th a t although sensors using SMACS protocol forward a query much more often
than IEEE 802.11 protocol, they actually consume less energy. It is simply because
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in IEEE 802.11 protocol sensors burn themselves in idle listening.
We also measure the average response time th a t indicates the latency observed
between transm itting and receiving sensing d ata (Fig. 30). In both protocols, the
length of the time frame (the beacon frame in CMACS and the super frame in
SMACS) determines the response time. W hen this frame is longer, more energy is
saved, but the response tim e is also longer.

C o n n e c tiv ity
The question of network connectivity is: How many neighbors should each node
be connected to, so th a t the overall network then becomes connected?

In other

words, what should the network density be, so th a t the overall network then becomes
connected? This problem was considered in a series of papers [31, 48, 70, 81, 103, 114]
beginning in the 1970s and it is still open question by now. The best result in theory
has been proved is th a t when network density > No = 10.526 [81], the network is
almost surely connected. In simulation, N 0 is suggested to be between 6 and 8 [70].
Previous section shows th a t the expected degree of a cluster is close to 13.13, which
grantees the network connection in statistic sense. However, this expected degree of a
cluster can only be reached when the density of the sensor network is close to infinity.
Because of lacking of the analytical result, we investigated the network connectivity
issue in our simulation.
Fig. 31 shows th a t when the network density is about 20, the connectivity will
be close to 1. However, we found out th a t one kind of disconnection (one cluster
is isolated from others) appears frequently and it is easy to fix. After this kind of
disconnection is fixed, the connectivity will be close to 1 when the network density
is 14.

IV.4

SUMMARY

In this chapter, we proposed a simple strictly localized self-organization protocol
for massively deployed wireless sensor networks consisting of tint, anonymous sen
sors, very much like the Sm art Dust sensors [45]. As a result of running the self
organization protocol a virtual infrastructure is obtained. One of the virtues of this
infrastructure is the creation of a powerful multi-hop communication infrastructure
capable of utilizing the limited resources of sensors in an adaptive and efficient way.
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In the following chapters, we will demonstrate th a t by leveraging this infrastruc
ture one can design various efficient protocols for the sensor network. The sensor net
work is evolving. Resource-centric, network-centric, and data-centric architectures
for WSN have been proposed. We envision th a t these architectures will converge
toward a standards-based service-centric architecture analogous to the Web services
architecture, albeit lightweight. O ur current research leverages the proposed infras
tructure for constructing such a service centric architecture for WSN. This promised
to be a fascinating direction for future work.
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C H A PTER V
TRA IN IN G
V .l

INTRODUCTION

While some applications require sensory d ata with exact geographic location [54, 72],
motivating the development of communication protocols th a t are location aware and
perhaps location dependent, in most applications, exact geographic location is not
necessary: all th a t individual sensors need is coarse-grain location awareness. There
is, of course, an obvious trade-off: coarse-grain location awareness is lightweight
but the resulting accuracy is only a rough approximation of the exact geographic
coordinates.
The random deployment of sensors implies th a t the sensors are initially unaware
of their exact location. Further, due to limitations in form factor, cost per unit and
energy budget, individual sensors are not expected to be GPS-enabled; moreover,
many probable application environments limit satellite access. It follows th a t the
sensors have to learn either their exact geographic location (if specifically required
by the application) or else a coarse-grain approximation of their location. The former
task is referred to as localization. W adaa et al. [108, 109] proposed to refer to the
task of endowing individual sensors with coarse-grain location awareness as training.
W adaa et al. [108, 109] proposed elegant training protocols for sensor networks.
They obtained their training protocol by inducing the entire deployment area a dy
namic coordinate system. They argued th a t the coordinate system provides a parti
tioning into clusters and a structured topology with natural communication paths.
However, these protocols assume th a t the sink and the sensors are somehow syn
chronized.

While a number of synchronization protocols have been published in

the literature [20, 75, 93, 95], synchronization is an additional overhead th a t makes
training somewhat complicated.
The main contribution of the work presented in this chapter is to propose a set of
asynchronous training protocols for massively-deployed sensor networks. The sensors
wake up according to their internal clock and are not engaging in a synchronization
protocol with the sink. Our protocols are truly lightweight and simple to implement.
We show analytically th a t in spite of the lack of synchronization, individual sensors
are trained very efficiently. Extensive simulation results have confirmed th a t our
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asynchronous training protocols are energy efficient, each sensor being awake for a
total time interval th a t is proportional with its wake-to-sleep ratio.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section V.2 lays down the
background of sensor network training and discusses the related work. Section V.3
and V.4 propose two novel training protocols. Section V.5 is the backbone of the
entire chapter, presenting the theoretical underpinnings of various training processes.
Section V.6 presents the simulation model and the simulation results. Finally, Section
V.7 offers concluding remarks.

V.2

BACKGROUND

V.2.1

Sensor Coordinate System

Before we discuss training in detail, it is appropriate to give the reader more in
formation about the type of sensor network assumed in this work. We assume an
autonomous sensor network where a number of sinks provide local aggregation points
for the d ata collected by sensors. Each sink organizes the sensors in a disk of radius
R into an autonomous, short-lived sensor network as illustrated in Fig. 32.

Fig. 32: Illustrating autonomous sensor networks, each trained by a sink.
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For ease of understanding we shall present the training process centered at one
of the several sinks in the deployment area. It is im portant to understand th a t each
sink is engaging in the training process either independently of other sinks or in a
concerted effort. Fig. 32 shows two sinks, each training independently the sensors in
its neighborhood.
The task of training refers to imposing a coordinate system onto the sensor net
work in such a way th a t each sensor belongs to exactly one sector. The coordinate
system divides the sensor network area into equiangular wedges.

In turn, these

wedges are divided into sectors by means of concentric circles or coronas centered
at the sink and whose radii are determined to optimize the transmission efficiency
of sensors-to-sink. Sensors in a given sector map to a cluster, the mapping between
clusters and sectors is one-to-one. Referring to Fig. 33, the task of training a sensor
network involves establishing:

Fig. 33: A trained sensor network.

C o ro n a s: The deployment area is covered by k coronas determined by k con
centric circles of radii r\ <

< • ■■< r*, centered at the sink.

W edges: The deployment area is ruled into a number of angular wedges cen
tered at the sink.
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As illustrated in Fig. 33, at the end of the training period each sensor has acquired
two coordinates: the identity of the corona in which it lies, as well as the identity
of the wedge to which it belongs. Importantly, the locus of all the sensors th a t have
the same coordinates determines a cluster.
In the remainder of this chapter, we discuss various protocols for the corona
number training.

The wedge number training is similar.

The process of wedge

number training can be done separately after the sensors learn their corona numbers.
We are not going to discuss it in this chapter but refer to [109].

V .2.2

Sensor Cycle and Sink Cycle

The energy efficiency requirement demands the sensors be in the sleep mode most of
the time. Hence, the sensor radios have to work on a low duty cycle, called a sensor
cycle, in which the sensors will be awake only a short period of tim e (referred as
awake interval) and sleep for the rest of the time.
Referring to Fig. 34, the sensor cycle is on length L (time units): the sensor is in
sleep mode for L —d and is awake for d. We assume the value of L is fixed during the
network lifetime. However, the value of d and the beginning of the awake interval
can be varied in different protocols.

sleep

L -d

awake

sleep

awake

L -d

sleep

awake

L -d

d

,

sensor cycle

Fig. 34: Illustrating the sensor sleep-awake cycle.

In order to train the sensors in the network, the sink broadcasts training beacons.
Assuming th a t k coronas Si, s'2 , . . . ,

have to be established, the sink transmission

cycle involves k broadcasts in each k — cycle. We assume the sink can transm it
beacons a t different power level. At the highest power level (P*), the beacon can
be received by the sensors in the outmost corona s*, At the lowest power level (P i),
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the beacon can only be received by the sensors in the corona si. The sink repeats
the transmission cycle (referred as the sink cycle)in case th a t some sensors miss the
previous training beacons. To distinguish between sink cycles and sensor cycles, we
shall refer to sink cycles as k — cycles and to the sensor cycles as s — cycles.

V .2.3 Synchronous Sensor Training
To make this dissertation self-contained, we now present the detail’s of the training
protocol of W adaa at al. [108, 109]. Since the sensors are not aware of the beginning
time of the training, the sink continuously repeats a call to training specifying the
current time and a rendezvous time. As showed in Fig. 35, the sink repeatedly
broadcasts a SYNC beacon at the highest power level for L time units. Each sensor
can be only awake one time unit (slot) per s — cycle during the synchronization to
save energy. It guarantees th a t every sensor in the range receives the SYNC beacon
at least one time in the synchronization phase.

^ ---------

Sychronization period
1

1

H

Training

=*~

1

P3k/4

&

tj/4

1

2

3

k- 2 k-1

k

Fig. 35: Synchronization and training.

At the rendezvous time, the sink starts to transm it a TRAIN beacon with a power
level corresponding to Pk/ 2 - In other words, in the first training slot the sensors in the
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first k /2 coronas will receive the TRAIN beacon above a certain threshold, while the
others will not. After the first training slot, the sensors are divided into two parts.
The sink goes on transm itting at different power level, which divides the sensors into
smaller parts until each p art contains sensors th a t belong to one corona.
Assumes the value of L is known by the sink. The to tal time slot needed for
sensor training is L + k —1 and the sensor awake time slot number is log k + l, where
the training awake time is log A; and the synchronization awake time is 1.
The type of protocols described above is referred as the synchronous training
protocol, which requires th a t sensors learn the beginning tim e of the training. The
sensors can be trained without synchronization. In this type of protocols, which is
referred as the asynchronous training protocol, the values of k and L are critical for
energy saving. The protocol requires th a t the sensors know the value of k in advance
in order to minimize energy consumption.

V.3

THE ASYNCHRONOUS TRAINING PROTOCOL

V.3.1

The Protocol

The main goal of this section is to propose an efficient asynchronous training protocol
for a massively-deployed collection of sensors endowed with a centrally-placed sink.

‘t

I

H

2

3

k-2

k-1

k

I

‘i

2

3

k-2

k-1

k

I

‘i

2

3

k-2

k-1

k

I

2

3

k-2

k-1

k

Fig. 36: Illustrating the sink transmission cycles.

The idea of the protocol is as follows: The sink repeats the transmission cycle
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illustrated in Fig. 36 (without synchronization phase). Assuming th a t k coronas
Si, S2 , • • •, Sk have to be established, the sink transmission cycle involves k broad
casts at successively lower power levels. The sink starts out by transm itting at the
highest power, sufficient to reach the sensors in the outmost corona s*,; next, the sink
transm its a t a power level th a t can be received in corona Sk-i but not Sk- This is,
then, continued until in the sink transm its at a power level th a t can be received only
by the sensors in corona SiThe sensors alternate between sleep and awake mode in each s —cycle. During the
awake period, the sensors determine their corona number with the following rules:
A sensor determines th a t it belongs to corona si by receiving a Pi beacon. Or
the sensor determines th a t it belongs to corona s* (where

1) by:

1. Receiving a PSi beacon
2. Failing to receive a PSi_x beacon (which need not be in the same k — cycles.)
The way the k — cycle is set up, in slot i( l < i < k) the sink transm itting at a power
level PSi, where s* = k —i + 1.
In the next section, we will show analytically th a t the sensors be aware of the
value of k is critical for protocol efficiency.

V.3.2

Selecting Optimal Sensor Parameters

Recall th a t each sensor alternates between sleep periods and awake periods. Referring
to Fig. 34, the sensor sleep-awake cycle is on length L: the sensor is in sleep mode
for L —d time and is awake for d time units.
The goal is to guarantee th a t the sensor

iscorona-trained within

n (n > 1)

s — cycles - regardless of the moment when it wakes up for the first time.
The main goal of this subsection is to derive analytically formulae th a t allow to
tailor both L and d (as functions of n and k ) in such a way as to achieve this goal
as efficiently as possible.
To begin, observe th a t since a sensor is awake for d time units per s —cycle, the
smallest value of d th a t guarantees th a t the sensor can be trained i n n s - cycles is
-1 •
n

(14)

To simplify the notation, in the remainder of this work we shall assume th a t ^ is
an integer. Assume, w ithout loss of generality, th a t the first k — cycle begins at time
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0 and th a t for some arbitrary x, the sensor wakes up x time units after the beginning
of the k —cycle. W ith this assumption, it is easy to confirm th a t the n awake periods
A i , A 2, . . . A n of the sensor are given for (0 < i < n — 1) by
Aj = [x + iL, x + iL + d\.

(15)

By projecting each of these intervals onto the generic interval [0, k ] of length k we
obtain a new sequence A \, A 2, . . . A n of intervals such th a t for (0 < %< n — 1)
Ai = [(x + iL) mod k, (x + iL = d) mod k ] .

(16)

We note th a t the ^4,’s are modulo intervals in the sense th a t there may be a jum p
from the end of the generic interval to its beginning. Nonetheless, as weshall see
this phenomenon does not create any difficulties.
In order to optimize coverage, we insist th a t the rightmost endpoint of the modulo
interval Ai coincide with the left endpoint of the modulo interval A i+\. In other
words, we are interested in determining L in such a way th a t
(x + iL 4- d) mod k = (x + (i + 1)L) mod k.

(17)

In turn, (17) implies th a t
L —d = O(modfc)
or, equivalently,
L —mk + d

(18)

for some natural number m.
Now, replacing the value of L suggested by (18) into (16) we obtain a new form for
the modulo intervals A ^ Specifically, we can write
Ai = [(x + id) mod k, (x + (i + 1)d) mod k ].

(19)

It is also easy to confirm th a t by virtue of (17) the union of the AiS covers the generic
interval [0, k] of length k. Thus, we have proved the following im portant result.
T h e o re m V .l Given that d =

a sufficient condition for training a sensor in n

s-cycles regardless of the first wakeup time is that L = m k + ~ fo r some arbitrary
natural number m.
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To help the reader visualize what is going on, suppose th a t n = 3, and refer to
Fig. 37. The goal is to train the sensor in 3 s —cycles- regardless of its first time x
when it wakes up. Fig. 37(a) illustrates th e s — cycle as well as the wake-up periods
in heavy lines. Fig. 37(b) shows th a t th e projections of A i,

and A 3 cover the

interval [0, k\.

k

0
I
I

I
I

5

2k

ZI

*

I

I
I
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5

6
I
I

I
I
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'
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*
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jc

x+ d

x+ L

x+ L+ d

x+ 2L

x+ 2 L + d

(a)

0

k

k

2k

2k

3k

3k

4k

(b)
Fig. 37: Illustrating Theorem V .l for n = 3.

V.4

HYBRID TRAINING PROTOCOLS

In this section, we propose a hybrid training protocol which combines the synchro
nization and training procedure. In the new protocol, synchronization and training
are combined into one scheme. The sink sends two beacons in each slot instead of
one. The first beacon (referred as S Y N C beacon is sent with full power for sensor
synchronization. It contains two numbers: the total corona number (k ) and the cur
rent corona number (s). The second beacon (referred as T R A IN beacon is sent at
successively lower power levels (outside in) for sensor training. Each TRAIN beacon
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contains the current corona number (s). The sink cycle is illustrated in Fig. 38.

1

2

3

k -2

k -1

k

1

2

3

k -2

k -1

k

1

2

3

k -2

k -1

k

Sink cycle

Fig. 38: Illustrating the hybrid training sink cycles.

For now we assume th a t a sensor is awake for one slot in every k — cycle. Before
the training begins, sensors wake up at random until they receive a SYNC beacon.
Thus, the probability of waking up in slot j is

By receiving the beacon in a given

slot j ( 1 < j < k), the sensor determines the followings:
• Slot boundaries
• Synchronization to the k — cycles
• The value of k
• The beginning and end of the k — cycle
Consider a sensor th a t wakes up at random to learn its corona number i, for some
1 < i < k. Assume th a t the sensor wakes up in slot j of some k — cycle as showed in
Fig. 39.
If the sensor receives a SYNC beacon but not a TRAIN beacon in slot j, the
sensor knows its corona number is in range of [s + 1, A:]. If the sensor receives a
TRAIN beacon in the same slot, it knows its corona number is in range of [1, s]. In
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Corona #

k

k + l- j

k

S lo t#

Fig. 39: Slot number and corona number.

order to figure out its corona number, the sensor can employ a linear search scheme
or a binary search scheme on its corona number range.
In the linear search scheme, the sensor starts to listen from the highest boundary
of its range until it misses a TRAIN beacon, which indicates its corona number is
contained in the last TRAIN beacon th a t the sensor received. Or the sensor may
reach the end of its range w ithout missing any beacons, which indicates its corona
number is the lowest boundary of its range. The reason for searching in descending
order is because a sensor can learn its corona number immediately.
In the binary search scheme, the sensor starts to listen in the middle of its range
and computes its new range based on whether the TRAIN beacon is received or
not. Assume its corona number range is [low, high], the sensor starts to listen at
slot

jf the TRAIN beacon is received, its new range is [low, ^low+^ %
ah'|].

Otherwise its new range is [j~iow+/ug/t'j _|_ 1, high]. The procedure continues until its
range boundaries are equal. The boundary gives the sensor’s corona number. The
binary search scheme introduced here slightly differs from the traditional binary
search algorithm. First, the scheme starts at an arbitrary position instead of the
middle of the range.

Second, the scheme ends when the searching range length

reaches 1 instead of finding a particular value.
Note in slot j the sink is transm itting to the intention of corona s, where s —
k — j + 1. If i < k — j + 1 the sensor receives the training beacon. It then goes to
sleep and to wake up in slot
“addressed” in slot

of the next k — cycle. Clearly, the corona being

is:
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\k + j ]
2

( 20 )

I

This corresponds to the intuition idea th a t the sensor proceeds by binary search in
the range [j + 1, k].
On the other hand, if i > k + 1 —j , then the sensor does not receive the TRAIN
beacon. The sensor goes to sleep and will wake up again in slot ["*] of the next
k — cycle. It is easy to confirm th a t the corona addressed in this slot is:

r 2 k - j + In
2
r k + ( k - j + 1)
2

V.5
V.5.1

( 21 )

ANALYSIS
Hybrid Training with Linear Position Search

Table 4 shows the corona number range after the first SYNC beacon is received by a
sensor. The table presents a A; by k matrix, referred as range matrix, in which the row
number i is the corona number th a t the sensor is actually in and the column number
s is the corona number th a t obtained in the first received SYNC beacon. The m atrix
is the same for both the linear and binary searching schemes. The range m atrix can
be divided into two parts, the lower triangle (i > s) gives the corona number range
[s T 1, Ac] when the TRAIN beacon is not received. The upper triangle including the
diagonal (i < s) gives the range [1, s] when the TRAIN beacon is received.
Let C(i, s ) be a function th a t evaluates the slots needed to train a sensor in corona
i. The C(i, s ) is not equal to the length of corona number range because a sensor
need not listen for the whole range in some case. Table 5, referred as linear searching
matrix, shows the awake slots needed to train a sensor (after the first SYNC beacon
is received) in a linear searching scheme. C (i,s) is a function of the sensor’s actual
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Table 4: Searching range m atrix
i\s
1
2
3

[1,2]
[1,2]
M

3
[1,3]
[1,3]
[1,3]

•
■••
• ••
•

k-- 2
[1 ,k - 2 ]
[l,k - 2 ]
[1,* - 2 ]

k --1
[1, k - 1 ]
[1 ,k - 1 ]
[1, k - 1 ]

[1, k]
[1 ,k]
[1 ,k]

[3,*]
[3, k]
M

[4, k\
[4,fc]
[4,fcj

•• [1,* - 2 ]
• •• [ k - l,k]
•
[ k - 1,k]

[l,k - 1 ]
[1,k - 1 ]
[k, k]

[1,k\
[l,fc]
[1,k]

1

2

[1,1]
[2,k)
[2 ,k]

k - 2 [2,k\
k — 1 [2,k\
k
[2,k)

k

Table 5: Searching awake time m atrix
i\s
1
2
3

1

3
s —i
s—i
s —i
k — i + 1 s — i + 1 s —i + 1
k — z T 2 k — i + 1 s —i + 1
2

k -2
s—i
■ ■■ s — i + 1
s
■ ■• s — i + 1
s
••

k -1
k
s —i
s —i
—i + 1 s —i + 1
—i + 1 s —i + 1
..

—
—

—

i+ 2 k
zT 2 k
i+ 2 k

—
—

—

i+ 2 k
z -j- 2 k
i+ 2 k

—
—
—

i+ 2
i+ 2
zT 2

•
•

•• s
■•
k
• •
k

—
—
—

i+ 1
i+ 1 s
i+ 2 k

—
—

+
•

k
k
k

1
<0

k -2
k -1
k

1
i+ 1 s—i+ 1
z T 1 s —i + 1
S

—

2

+

corona number (z) and the first received corona number (s ). In general, when the
TRAIN beacon is received (z < s), the awake time period is [z — 1, s — 1]. W hen the
TRAIN beacon is not received (z > s), the awake time period is [z — 1,/c], Hence
the awake tim e for searching is s — i + 1 and k — i + 2, respectively. This general
rule has two exceptions: first, when z = 1, the awake time period is [1, s — 1] because
the sensor knows its corona number if it receives a TRAIN beacon in which s = 1.
Second, when z = s + 1, the awake time period also does not include z —1 = s because
th a t is the slot which the sensor receives its first SYNC beacon (without the TRAIN
beacon).
From the above observations, we can write C (i,s) as the following. Note th a t
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C( i , s) is the searching slot number plus

if i =

1

1

(for receiving the first SYNC beacon).

then (7(1, s) = s — i + 1

else if i = s +

(2 2 )

then C( i , s) — k — i +

2

(23)

else if i > s + 1 then C ( i , s ) = k — i + 3

(24)

else if i < s +

(25)

1

1

then C( i , s) = s — i +

2

Recall the sensor’s wakeup time is a random number. A sensor’s wakeup time can
be any number for 1 to k. The expected awake slot number for training a sensor in
corona i =

1

is:

1)/2

E(Ct) = k ( k \

(26)

Observing the Table 5, in each row, the item number is i — 2, where i > s + 1, and
1, where i — s + 1, and k — i + 1, where i < s + 1. Hence, the expected awake slot
number for training a sensor in a corona i ^

1

is:

_ (^ ~ 2)(A: - i + 3) + (k - i + 2) + Es=i[g ~ » + 2]

^

Assume N sensors are uniformly distributed in the sinks transmission range R. In
corona i, the expected sensor number is

We can calculate the overall expected awake slot number for training using the fol
lowing equation:
E{C)

EiCjN/k* +

£?=2 E( Ci ) ( 2 i - l ) N / t f

(k

E * = 2 [(* -

N

=
+

l)fc/2

k3

2)(fc -

i

+

+

E L » [(fc -t +

3) + {k
k3

-

i

+ 2

)]

*

(2i

-

1)

l)(fc-< + 4 ) /2 ] » ( 2 « -l)

k3

(

^

By simplifying equation (28), we have
Ew = - M - * ~ w + k
(29)
In the worst case, the awake slot number for searching is k — 1, hence, the overall
slot number T needed for training all the sensors is:
T = L + k —1
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V .5.2

H y b rid T ra in in g w ith B in a ry P o s itio n S earch

D e fin itio n V .2 (S e a rc h in g d is ta n c e ) Assume the corona number range is
[low, high], the searching distance (SD) is equal to high — low +

1.

In a binary searching scheme, the searching awake time is closely related to the
search distance defined by D e fin itio n V.2. We can transform the range m atrix into
a distance matrix as showed in Table 6 :

i\s

s

1
2

3
k -2
k -1
k

2

1

k
k

—

—

s
s
s
s k s
—

k —s k
k - s k
k s k
—

—

—

—

3

?$1
to

Table 6 : Searching distance matrix

s

s
s
s

s
s

s k s
s k - s
s k s
—

—

s
• k - s
■■ k s

k —1
s
s
s

k
s
s
s

s
s

s
s
s

•

•

—

k

—

s

Prom the distance matrix, we can get the following function th a t computes S D .
if i < s then S D = s

(31)

else if i > s then S D = k — s

(32)

Definition V.3 (Binary position search) For a given search distance S D (S D E
N )a n d a position i in the range [1, SD] , the binary position search algorithm recur
sively divides the range into two sm all ranges, the search ends when a range contains
position i only.

By the definition, the binary position search times can be evaluated using the
function f ( S D , i ):
where / ( l , 1 ) =

0

, (recursive end condition)

f ( S D , i ) = 1 + f ( \ S D / 2 ] , i ) if 1
f ( S D , i)

< i < \SD/2]

= 1 + f ( S D - fS D / 2 ], i - [ S D / 2 ] ) if \ S D / 2] < i < S D
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P r o p e r ty V .4 [logS-Dj < f ( S D , i ) < [log5£>]
P r o p e r ty V .5 Give a search distance S D , the searching tim es f ( S D , i ) is either
[log S D \ or [log S D ] fo r any searching position i. The total num ber o f position is
equal to S D . A n d the num ber o f position o f which f ( S D , i )
S D . The num ber o f position o f which f ( S D , i )

= [log S D \ is 2lIo65£)l —

= [log 57}] is 2 * S D — 2^ogSD^

Let A{ i ) be a random variables th a t counts th a t slot number needed (on the average)
to train a sensor in a fixed corona i, we can write:

m

=

■) + !] +

- » , < - » ) + !]

(33)

According to Property V.4, we have:
(34)

A( i ) < A( i ) < A( i )

Where

4(j) = Zh,([iog«] + 1) + £Ui(Li°g(* - »)J + 1)
}>■
and
E ;= i(riog»i +
m

~

1)

+ E ;;:\([i‘>g(* - »)i +
I

1)

Since s = k — j + 1, we have:
A[ i )

- £ ^ i +1(i + [log( k - j + 1)1)-+ E j= fc_i+2(i + n o g u -

i)i)

A( i ) can be evaluated as following:

A (i) =

E ‘; i +1 [log (k - j + i)l + E jU -n a lio g U - 01
^ *V S
- ----------------------------------1 + ------------------------ =-------- k

,

SS=, |T o g a H - S U - w r i ° g ( a - l ) l

k
x [ Eq=i flog « 1 - E r i [log q=1
k
, E o = i[lo g a l - E a L iR o g a ] - [log k]
k
!+

2

E t i P l o g « l ~ (E L = iP o g « l + S a p o g Q l + [logA:])
k

Let C be the random variable describing the number slot number needed to train a
sensor in the system, assuming th a t the total number of corona is k, the expected
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value E[C\ th a t we want to determine can be written as:
E{C) < E[C) =

^

=1

~ ^ < E[C\

K

W here
B |c | = E t . 4 W (2> - l )
k2

E t i 3 (i)(2 i k2

m

1)

Then we have:
£ [C ] =

gfcii1+ isiUin°g°i - ieCarfriogtti+ S q=i rqs ai + p°g*i)i(2i - 1)
k2
«

^

i —l

A/

1

k

x

= 1 + r E r iog«l - t ^ E ( 2*- iMEHogal + E R °g al + riogfci]
K

a=l

K

i

=1

a=1

a=l

= l + | i ; f b g a l -p H o g fcl - i £ ( 2* - 1) E r iog«l + S r i o g a l ]
K

a=l

K

K

i= l

a=l

a=l

Our evaluation of E[C\ relies on the following summations:

Claim 1 £ L i £ } = irio g jl = (k + 1) Ei=i flog *1 - £ t i *R°gR
Proof.

E E Rog j] = E ( fc + 1 - *) R°s *1
i

= 1j =1

i — l

k

k

= E ( fc + i)R°gR - E z’R°gR
2=1

i= l
k

k

= (fc + i) XZflogil - ^ S 'R o g i]
i= l

i= l

Claim 2 Ei=i E j= i Rogj'l - A;£*U flog i] - £ f =1 i flog i]
Proof.
E E R o g ^ l= E E R o g il-E R o g R
i =

1j

=

1

2= 1 j = l

2=1

= (fc + i ) E R ° s * l - E *R °s* l - E R ° g R
2=1

2=1
k

2=1
k

= ^ E R ° g R - E*R°g*l
i =

1

i= l
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C la im 3 E f = i E ,t i r i o g i l = E i 1 E j= 1irio g ;l = f c E L R o g ^ l - E t ^ R o g * !
C la im 4 E l l! * E5=i Rog j l = E h ^ ± ^ [ l o g i ]
C la im 5 E i i * £ f c U l o g j l = E*U (fc+i+| K^
C la im

E*=i * E j= j Rog j'l = E t i (k~i+^

6

Rog i]
RogR

Using the summation results, we have:

e [ c } = i + 1 X X R °gR ) - r R ° g fcl - T2 Y , ( k ~ *)R°g*l
i= l

K

K

i= l

= 1 - jgRogfcl + j^ Z ]* R o g il

(40)

Our final evaluation relies on the following theorems:
T h e o re m V . 6 Let (an) be an arbitrary sequence of variables. For\fn
n

6

N , we have:

k —1

5 3 (°i) =nan - J 2 *(°i+i ~ ai)
i= 1

i=i

The proof is a simple mechanical verification. This theorem is useful whenever the
difference ai+i — a^ (I < i < n — 1 ) is easy to evaluate.
T h e o re m V .7 E L i(R o g c R ) = fcRogfcl - 2 ^ 1 +

1

Proof. Replacing in Theorem V . 6 (an) by [logct] we have:
k

k —1

[log i ] = k Rog k] - ^ 2 i( R°g (* + ! ) ! - R°g *1)
2= 1

1=1

W ith 2p < n < 2 P + 1 for some P € N . We have P < logn < P + 1 and
consequently,
n \ P
n = 2p
[logn = <
\ P + 1 2P < n < 2 +
The value of [log (i + 1)] —[log i] is either 0 or 1. The value is 1 whenever i = 2 q
for some

1

< q < flog n ] , and

0

everywhere else.

Thus,
fc -l

flog fcl —1

y;i(riog(i+i)i-riogii)= £
i= l

v = 2^**1 -1

g=0

The conclusion follows.
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C o ro lla ry V . 8 £ a= i(L loS « J) = k[\ogk\ -

2

^ fcJ+1 +

+ [\ogk\

2

Proof. Note th a t the value of [log (z -)- 1 )J — [log ij is either 0 or 1 . The value is
1

whenever %= 2 q — 1 for some

< q < [log n \ , and

1

everywhere else.

0

Thus,
k -1
Ei(Llog(i + l)J-L logiJ)=

[logfcj
2" - l = 2 ^ ‘J + i - 2 -L lo g * :J

i= l

9=1

E

The conclusion follows.
T h e o re m V .9 £ * = /z2([log (i + 1)] — [logz]) =

4-"

1 1

With 2a < k < 2Q+1 for

some natural number a.
Case 1 : k = 2 a
Notice th a t the difference [log (i + 1)] —[log z] Is non-zero only if i = 2& for some
(3 < a — 1. The value of the corresponding item is

2 2/3

= AP. Thus, the value of the

sum is:
a~l
S

40+ 1 — 1
'

=

4a — 1

4

ri°gfel _ i

3 ~ = ~^_ =

3

Case 2: 2 a < k < 2 a+1 (we have [log A;] = a + 1)
As before, the term is 4?. Thus the sum becomes:
“
^2

4 /3+1

13=0

4 —

o
6

_ j

^a+l _ 1
4 Tlog fcl _ j
~
q
—
q
0
0

As claimed.
C o ro lla ry V . 1 0

*2( Llog (z + 1)J — Llog z'J) =

T h e o re m V . 11 £ tfc= 1 z[logz]

4 i‘og*l+1- i

—2^,og^ +2 + [log &J + 3

A;2 [logAf| + A:[log A;] —2^log^ + 1 — 4rios3fc1

1

Proof. Using Theorem V.6 , we have:

k

k —1

£ z [ l o g i ] = A;2 [log Af] - $ 3 *((*’ + 1 ) f 1° g (* + !)1 —»[lo g i])
2=1

i= 1

k —1

k —1

= A;2 [log A;] - ] T z 2 ([log(z + l)] - [logz]) - £ i [ l o g ( i + 1)]
i= l

i= l
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Consequently
k

k —1

k —1

E i Rog i] + E 1R°g (* + !)! = k2R°g k ] ~ Y l *2( R°g (* + !)1 - Rog *1)
i= l

2=1

2=1

Eventually
k-1

k-1

^ i f l o g i ] + £ ( z + l)[lo g (i + l)] - E
i= 1

i —l

Rog (i + l)l

i —I

fc—1
= k 2 [log A:] - E * 2 (R°g(® + !)1 - R°g*1)
Note that:

fc-i
E ( * + l)Rog(« + 1)1 = 5Z*R°g*l = S * R o g i ]
i —2

i —l

And

J

i= 1

^

E R o g R + i)] = E R ° g * l = E R ° g i l
i=i
We have

2 E^Rog^l = £ R ° g * l +fc2Rog^l - E * 2(R°gR + 1)l - Rogil)
2= 1

2=1

2=1

Applying Theorem V.9 we have
I

k

r

Alogk] _

k

E * R o g il = r k 2 \\ogk] + E R o g R
1 L

2=1

1

o-----6

2=1

qfiogfci _ y

k 2 Rog k] + fc[log/c] —2 ^logfc^ +

(42)

1

C o ro lla ry V .1 2 X)f=1iRogiJ = \ k 2 [log k\ + k [log k\ +

2^lo g ^ +1

—1 —

4LiogfcJ+i_j

Now, we can evaluate the value of E[C\:
4

E[C\ = 1 - ^ Rog A;] +

fc2 Rogfc] + fcRogfc] -

2

riogfcl +

1

3 * 2 floe

-

flogfci _ j^

+ 4 n°g 1 _ 4

1 + R o g f c l ------------------ ± _ ---------------

T h e o re m V .1 3 E[C\ = 1 + (log A;] -

4 r'°-8- ^

(4 3 )

f * f °sfc1- 4

Similarly, we can evaluate E[C] using the following theorem:
T h e o re m V .1 4 E[C] = 1 + L^gA;J In the worst case scenario, the searching awake slot number is A;(Rogfc] — 1 ) plus 1 .
The overall time slot T needed for training is:
T = L + k(\logk] - 1) + 1
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V.5.3

Asynchronous Training

In section V.3 ([113]), we propose a fully asynchronous training protocol for
massively-deployed sensor networks. In the protocol, we assume the value of k is
known by the sensors. Similar to analysis for the linear search scheme, we can build
a searching awake time m atrix in Table 7

Table 7: Asynchronous searching awake time m atrix
i\s

1

2

1

0

1

2

3
k -2
k -1
k

1
k —1
k — 1 Jfc -

4
3
2

5
4
3

1

3 • ••
2
• ••
2
• ••
1
• ■•
6

•

k
k
k
k

- 2
k-1
k
- 3 k-2 k - 3 k-2 k — A k —3 k —

1

k-1
k-1

5
4

2

3

1

2

k-1

1

We can evaluate the expected awake slot number using the following equation:
B[CJ = E

t M

^ ± ^ ! + 1

k
By simplifying equation (45), we have

(46)

In the worse case scenario, the to tal tim e slots needed for asynchronous training
is \k /d \ * L

V.5.4

Summary

We summaries the protocol performance in term of total time slot and average awake
time slot in Table

8
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Table 8 : Performance summary

SYNC training
ASYNC training
Linear position search
Binary position search

V.6

Total slots
L + k —1
r s i * i
+ k —1

L
L

+

fc(log k — 1) +

t , 9 1
4
6
1

<

[tog *

1 + 1

Awake slots
flog k] + 1
k , 3
2
2
2
k
___ 5_____ Z _ _ | _ X
4k
6 k3
k3
3

SIMULATION RESULTS

In our simulation, sensors are deployed uniformly at random in a field of size 640m
x 640m. A sink is placed in the middle of the field a t (320, 320). The number
k of coronas is 32 and each corona has a width of 10 meters. Hence, the length
of a k — cycle is 32 time slots (a slot is 10 milliseconds).

The sensors wake up

at random to simulate the asynchronous effect. For each sensor, the first wakeup
time is generated uniformly at random in the interval (0 , T0), where T0 = 32 for the
asynchronous training and To =

100

for the hybrid training (in fact, for the purpose

of the simulation, T0 is taken to be 1,000,000 and 320,000 because the time unit is
taken to be the microsecond, so To is equal to 100 and 32 time slots, respectively).

V.6.1

Asynchronous Training

By equation (14) in Section V.3.2, if we want all sensors to be trained in 3 s-cycles,
i.e, n = 3, then d must equal 11. If we choose m — 2, then by Theorem V .l, the
length L of the s-cycle will be L = m k + d = 75 and the total time to train all the
sensors will be 2L + k + d = 150 + 32 + 11 = 193 time slots. Our simulation confirms
our theoretical prediction as showed in Fig. 40. In Fig. 40, one can see th a t the
sensors are evenly trained in the 3 s-cycles. More specifically, in the first training
interval, approximately 33.3% of the sensors is trained. The same percentage of the
sensors is trained in the second and the third training intervals. In the figure, the
first training interval is from

11

to 43 because each sensor wakes up randomly at a

time between 0 and 32 time slot and listens for 11 time slots. In the first training
interval, the earliest time th a t a sensor is trained is at time

11

and the latest time

is 43. In the second training interval, the earliest time th a t a sensor is trained is at
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3 s-cycle training

Fig. 40: Illustrating 3 s-cycle training.

time 11+75 =

86,

the latest tim e is 43+75 = 118, and so on.

Fig. 41 and 42 show the to tal training time (in slots) with the different values
of d (the value of L remain fixed at 75). It is clear th a t 11 is the optimal value for
training the sensors. On the one hand, if the value of d is smaller th an 11, then it
takes much longer to train the sensors. The overall awake tim e is larger than 33 (33
is the overall awake time for 3 s-cycles when d = 11). For instance, in Fig. 41 we
can see th a t if d = 5, the to tal time slots needed to train the sensors is around 1500
(20 s-cycles), which requires overall 100 (20*5) awake time slots to train the sensors.
On the other hand, if the value of d is larger than 11 (see Fig. 42), the overall awake
time is still larger than 33 because a larger awake interval does not help much. For
instance, when d =

21

, the sensors need

2

s-cycles to get trained, which makes the

overall awake time equal to 42.
Fig. 43 shows th a t the length of s-cycle is also very im portant for sensor training.
The larger is the greatest common divisor of L and k, the worse for training the
sensors. For example, if L = 104 and k — 32, the greatest common divisor of L and
k is

8

, which means the sensors has to be trained in 4 s-cycles. Any sensor is not
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V a ry in g a w a k e tim e in te rv a l ( L = 7 5 )

A w a k e tim e in te rv a l (d )

Fig. 41: Varying awake time interval - the overall picture.

Va ryin g a w a k e tim e in te rv a I ( L = 7 5 )

A w a k e tim e in te rv a l (d )

Fig. 42: Varying awake time interval - the details.
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4 s-cyde training (L = 104)

—

L=104, d=3

—• — L= 104, d= 5
L=104, d=8
—*1—1=104, d= 13

0

40

80 112 144 194 216 248 282 320 352

Time in slots

Fig. 43: The importance of the s-cycle length.

trained in 4 s-cycles will never be trained. It is illustrated in the Fig. 43 th a t only
37.5% and 62.5% sensors are trained when d = 3 and d = 5, respectively. This makes
sense because only 37.5% and 62.5% of 32 is covered in 4 s-cycles when d — 3 and
d = 5, respectively. In this case, d has to be at least

8

to cover 32 in 4 s-cycles and

all sensors will be trained.
Our simulation results show th a t if k is known, we can decide the number n of
s-cycles needed to train the sensors and we can compute the optimal values of d and
L s a function of both n and k, using Theorem V .l. However, if k is not known in
advance, we are not able to compute the optimal value of d and L. One im portant
conclusion th a t the simulation reveals is th a t the value of L should be a prime number
in order to minimize the greatest common divisor of L and k.
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V.6.2

Hybrid Training

Fig. 44, 45 and 46 show the performance of the linear search scheme and the binary
search scheme. In both schemes, the value of k is set to 32. The simulation program
was executed

100

runs for different simulation settings and the averages of both total

time slots T and awake tim e slots Ta are computed. Fig. 44 shows th a t the values of
T from different runs are very stable and the sensors are evenly trained during the
total training time T period. On the other hand, the awake time slots (Fig. 45 and
46 varied when the number of sensors is in a small range (100 - 500). The value of
Ta becomes stable and reaches the analytic anticipation when the number of sensors
is larger than 1500.
As anticipated, the total time slot number needed for training in the linear search
scheme i s T = L + k — 1 = 100 + 32 — 1 = 131. And the expected awake tim e slot
number is close to E (C ) = f + 2 | — ^ —

+ p = 10.126 when the number of

sensors is large enough. The to tal time slot number needed for training in the binary
search scheme is T = L + A;(log k — 1) + 1 = 229. And the expected awake time slot
number is close to 5.3 < E[C] = 5.637 when the number of sensors is large enough.
In Fig. 47 we plotted the values of E[C], E[C] and E[C) for various k from k = 32
to k = 63. The simulation result shows th a t the difference between the E[C] and
E[C\ is less than 0.5.

V.7

SUMMARY

Endowing sensors with coarse-grain location awareness, a task referred to as training
is essential in numerous applications. The main contribution of this work was to
propose asynchronous training protocols for sensor networks. We showed analytically
th a t in spite of the lack of synchronization, individual sensors are trained energyefficiently. The analytical results have been confirmed by extensive simulation.
There is a problem th a t still remains open: the synchronous training protocol
have individual sensor be awake for only log k time but consumes a lot of energy in
the toggling between sleep and wake periods. On the other hand, the asynchronous
training protocol can train the sensors as efficient as the synchronous training proto
col. However, the asynchronous protocol forces the sensors to be trained for longer
periods to avoid frequent transitions from sleep to wake periods. Striking the right
balance between the two promises to be an exciting area of further work.
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Fig. 44: Total training time for linear search.
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Fig. 45: Average awake tim e for linear and binary search.
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Fig. 46: Average awake time for binary search.
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Fig. 47: Awake time boundary for binary search.
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C H A PTER VI
USING THE INFRA STRU CTU RE: RO UTING
VI. 1

INTRODUCTION

A routing protocol for the sensor network is desired to be in its simplest form, mean
ing th a t it should present minimum control message overhead. Specifically, a routing
protocol should utilize minimum energy, bandwidth and memory to form and main
tain routes from sensors to the sinks. Normally a shortest p ath spanning tree rooted
at a sink is constructed for routing.

The shortest path spanning tree is easy to

construct but difficult to m aintain if the protocol only keeps the smallest route in
formation and utilize minimum resources to update topological changes. W hen the
network topology is changed, control messages are transm itted in the network. In
order to maintain a shortest p ath tree structure, not all topology changes are needed
to be advertised. For instance, if a non tree link is broken, the information can be
simply ignored by the protocol. On the other hand, if a tree link is broken or a
new link th a t will change some node’s tree level, is formed, control messages have to
be sent to allow the protocol to reconstruct the shortest p ath tree. The key of the
routing protocol efficiency relies on the control message overhead.
The sinks are in charge of tasking the sensors and collecting sensing information
from the sensors. The former is normally accomplished by a one-to-many operation
(broadcasting or multicasting) starting at the sink and the latter is accomplished by
a many-to-one operation starting at the individual sensors.
In Chapter IV, we presented a novel self-organization protocol, which establishes
a two-level hierarchical infrastructure, as showed in Fig. 48. The infrastructure can
significantly benefit the one-to-many and many-to-one operations as well.
At the top level of the hierarchy, clusters form a virtual network. The virtual
network consists of cluster leaders (for virtual nodes) and active gateways (for vir
tual links).

Since the forwarding of d ata and control messages only involves the

virtual network, significant com m unication overhead is elim inated. In this chapter,

we present a novel resource-efficient routing protocol for the sensor network. The pro
tocol maintains a shortest path spanning tree on top of the virtual network without
the knowledge of network topology or whole path to the destination. The protocol
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Virtual network

•

Gateway node

0

Leader node

O M ember node
□

V irtual node

Physical network

Fig. 48: Two level network hierarchy.

only stores local information to reconstruct the tree when a tree link fails. More
over, the protocol presents minimum control message overhead. In this chapter, we
use the term node and virtual node interchangeably to represent the clusters in the
infrastructure.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section VI.2 gives the background knowledge
and related work. Section V I.3 describes our new routing protocol in detail. Section
VI.4 presents the routing algorithm. Section VI.5 gives the correctness proof. Section
V I . 6 presents examples of the operation of the new algorithm. And Section VI.7
provides the performance comparison between several well known routing algorithms
and the new algorithm of Section VI.4.

VI.2
VI.2.1

BACKGROUND
Problem Statement

Most existing routing protocols usually do not fulfill the following requirements of
the sensor networks.
• Supporting the correlated and periodic traffic:
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Reactive routing techniques, which include most routing protocols ([34, 53,

68

,

76, 79, 80, 106] developed for mobile ad hoc networks, are deemed inappropriate
in sensor networks.
• Utilizing very limited network resources:
Localized routing protocols (e.g. Distance vector protocol [35]) are b etter can
didates than global routing protocols (e.g. Link state protocol [51]).
• Supporting efficient network flooding or limited flooding mechanism:
Constructing a communication infrastructure (e.g. cluster, backbone) reduces
the flooding deficiency listed in [2 ].
• Demanding routing techniques without global unique identifiers:
Global topology information is not only expensive but also impossible to get.
For instance, since individual sensors do not have unique IDs, the route infor
mation stored in each sensor can not specify the entire path from the source to
the destination ([59]).
Due to these requirements, special multi-hop routing protocols between the sen
sors and the sink are needed. The routing protocols should employ localized al
gorithms to construct and m aintain a shortest hop spanning tree rooted at a sink.
The difficulty is to reconstruct the tree when the network topology changes, while
minimizing the control message overhead.
One of localized routing protocols is the famous distance vector routing protocol
(DVP [35, 104]). In the DVP, in order to reconstruct the tree after topology changes,
each node also keeps the distances from its neighbors to the root. These information
are used to compute its tree level when the topology changes.
The expense of utilizing only local information in the DVP is th a t it suffers
from the route loop and slow convergence problems. Basically, the route loop and
slow convergence are the different faces of the same problem. In DVP, a node only
keeps neighbor route information and it has not knowledge of the network topology
or the whole p ath to a destination.

Each node computes its shortest p ath to a

destination based on limited route information received from its neighbors and the
route information could be stale information.

For example, in Fig.

49, assume

link (A, B) fails. After the link failure, node B chooses node C as its next hop to
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 49: Demonstrating the route loop when link(a, b) fails.

destination A, which cause a loop (B, C, B) and also causes count to infinity problem
because the wrong route information are advertised again and again. (Bad news is
advertised slowly in the DVP).
The pioneering work for solving the route loop and slow convergence problems
is dated back to [65] and [52]. In [65], a tree link broken event is advertised in two
directions: up-tree advertisement is used to clean up the invalid routes caused by the
broken link. Down-tree advertisement is used to inform the sink (the root). After
receiving the advertisement, the sink will initialize a “new update cycle” , which will
repair the shortest p ath tree and guarantee loop-free route table at all times. The
“failsafe” feature of the algorithm is at the expense of large control message overhead
since in each “new cycle” the control messages are propagated throughout the whole
network.
The Jaffe-Moss algorithm in [52] is an instances of diffusing com putation which
is invented by E.W. Dijkstra and C.S. Scholten in [15]. The diffusing com putation
started by a node grows be sending queries and shrinks by receiving replies along the
sub-tree rooted at the source of the computation. Using the diffusing computation,
the tree recovery is sustained at “local” : the nodes affected by the failure. The idea
is to inform the affected nodes the topology change before they compute their new
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shortest path. The affected nodes are “frozen” and wait for the “unfrozen” message
from all its neighbors. In the protocol, the control messages are not needed to be
advertised outside the sub-tree rooted at the initial node (where the tree link fails).
However, control messages are sent back and forth from the initial node to sub-tree
leaves several times before the route com puting starts. In order to reduce the control
message overhead, it is preferred th a t the control messages are only sent once to
clean up the invalid routes affected by the failure. And each node makes decisions
on its own instead of relying on decisions from some other node.

V I.2.2

Related Work

The power consumption of the communication is significantly greater than th a t of
the computations in the sensor networks. As a consequence, the data-centric routing
technique [37, 41, 49] is introduced to replace the communication with the computa
tion. Power aware routing techniques are proposed in [10, 11, 89, 117] to steer traffic
away from low energy sensors. O ther efforts include designing m ulti-path routing
protocols [26] to overcome the sensor failure issue and the random routing protocols
[7, 56] to fight the flooding deficiencies.
The Directed diffusion d ata dissemination paradigm is proposed in [41] where the
sinks query for information by disseminating an interest. An interest is simply a
range of values for one or more attributes. Each sensor stores the interest entry in
its cache. As the interest is propagated throughout the sensor network, the gradients
from the sensors to the sinks are set up. D ata flow back along the interest’s gradient
path. Also, the sinks must refresh and reinforce the interest when they start to
receive data.
Directed diffusion [41] requires periodic low-rate flooding of d ata in order to allow
recovery from failure. To route around failed sensors, m ulti-path routing protocols
are proposed in [26]. Of the many possible designs of m ulti-path routing, two schemes
are considered in [26]: Disjoint m ulti-path and braided m ulti-path. Disjoint multipath scheme create number of routes with no common branches from a sensor to
a sink. The braided m ulti-path scheme relaxes the requirement for disjointed-ness.
The authors compared the performance of the two schemes based on resilience (a
measure of the likelihood th at, when the shortest path fails, an alternate path is
available between a sensor and a sink) and maintenance overhead (measure of the
energy required to maintain alternative paths). Simulation results show th a t braided
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m ulti-path expends only 33 percent of the energy of disjoint p ath for alternate path
maintenance, and has 50 percent higher resilience to isolated failures.
Rumor routing [7] attem pts to alleviate flooding deficiencies in directed diffusing,
where flood queries across the entire network. The idea is to create paths leading
to each event (An event is an abstraction, identifying anything from a set of sensor
readings, to the node’s processing capabilities); whereas event flooding creates a
network-wide gradient field. In this way, when a query is generated th a t it can be
sent on a random walk until it finds the event path, instead of flooding it across the
network.
The SAR algorithm [98] aim to solve energy unbalance problem in the sensor
network, which is: the bulk of traffic in sensor network is the d ata sent from sensors
to the sink. This will put significant strain on the energy resources of the sensors
near the sink, making th a t neighborhood more susceptible to energy depletion and
failure.
The SAR algorithm creates multiple trees where the root of each tree is a one hop
neighbor from a sink. Most sensors in the network belong to multiple trees. This
allows a sensor to choose a tree to relay its information back to the sink. The SAR
algorithm selects the route based on maximum available power m atrix and additive
QoS metric, and the packet’s priority level.
A family of adaptive protocols (SPIN [37]) is designed to address the deficiencies
of flooding by negotiation and resource-adaptation. Sensors name their d ata using
high-level d ata descriptors, called m eta-data. Sensors use m eta-data negotiations to
eliminate the transmission of redundant d ata throughout the network. In addition,
sensors can base their communication decisions both upon application-specific knowl
edge of the data and upon knowledge of the resources th a t are available to them.
This allows the sensors to efficiently distribute d ata given a limited energy supply.
SPIN has three types of messages, i.e., ADV, REQ, and DATA. A sensor broadcasts
an ADV message containing d ata descriptor. If a neighbor sensor is interested in the
data, it needs to send a REQ message for requiring a DATA message.

V I.3

NEW ROUTING PROTOCOL

Our goal is to design a routing protocol th a t keeps minimum routing information,
utilizes simplest control message form and creates smallest amount of control message
overhead. In other word, the protocol uses minimum network resources to construct
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and m aintain a simple shortest hop spanning tree rooted a t a sink. At each node,
the minimum necessary route information needed is the parent pointer (p ) and the
tree level (d). The parent pointer indicates the node’s parent in the tree and the tree
level indicates the distance (in term of hops) to the root (the sink).
The basic idea is simple: the routing protocol should not compute the shortest
path using the stale information, which causes unnecessary control message overhead.
Hence, the invalid routes caused by broken links should be cleaned up first.
We first define notations used in our protocol before describing the detail opera
tions of the protocol. The sensor network is modeled as a directed graph G = (N, E),
where A is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges, which are the directed links between
nodes. For a given sink s, each node maintains a route entry (d[v],p[v],b[v]), where
d[v] is the tree level of v, p[v] is the parent pointer of v, and b[v] is the broken tree
level of v. A p ath from node d to s is a sequence of nodes d, e, . . . , m, n, . . . , t,
s in which (d, e), . . . , (m, n), . . . , (r, s) are edges in the path. The tree level (or
the distance to the sink) of node v is measured as the number of the edge of a path
between node v and sink s. If there is no path between node v and sink s, the tree
level d[v] is oo. If there is no link failure, the broken tree level b[v] is oo, too.
At any given time, the p ath formed by consecutive parent pointer defines routes
to the sink. Node i is said to be up-tree node of node k if the directed p ath P is from
node i to node s includes node k. Node k is said to be down-tree node of node i.
The proposed protocol reconstructs the shortest path tree after link failures an d /o r
additions of links to the network. Note th a t a node failure can be represented as
the failure of all its links, and similarly, an addition of node can be represented as
additions of links. Therefore, we do not pay special attention to node failures and
node additions [65].
In the protocol, a node informs its neighbors about its route information by
sending two types of messages: Positive Update (PU) message and Negative U pdate
(NU) message. A PU message has the form of (d[v\,p[v)) and it is initiated by link
additions and route recoveries. The sink engagement to the network can be viewed
as several link additions to the graph G. It will trigger the P U message generation
and the protocol execution. Each node in the network initializes its route entry as
(oo, nil, oo). We assume the sink s will engage with the network by sending a PU
(0, n il) message to its neighbors. After receiving the messages, the neighbors of the
sink will update their route entry to (1, s, oo) and send their own PU (1, s) messages.
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When a node receives a P U message, it reevaluates its tree level to the sink and
updates its tree level and parent pointer if its tree level is lower than its previous tree
level, and sends a PU message to all its neighbors. The P U messages are propagated
throughout the network until the spanning tree is formed. W hen a link (i>, u) is
added in the network, node v and u will send P U messages if either of the nodes has
a route to the sink. Otherwise, no action will be taken.
A N U message has the form of ( 6 [u],p[u]) and it is initiated by a link failure.
Each node in the spinning tree keeps track its parent node. If a child node does not
receive some confirm message from its parent with a specified time period, called the
maximum link delay (MLD), the link is considered to be broken. Hence, any control
message is guaranteed to be received within a MLD or a link failure is detected.
Normally a link failure is detected by a link-level protocol. Our routing protocol
only deals with the tree link failure. O ther link failure can be simply ignored. W hen
a node v detects the link to its parent p[v\ fails, it sends a N U message (b,p[v\) to
all its neighbors, where b = d[v\ and updates its tree level d[v\ = oo and its parent
pointer to nil. The children of node v will do the same and eventually all the invalid
routes caused by the failure will be cleaned up. The value of broken tree level f>[u]
remains the same during the N U message propagation.
The route entry (d[v],p[v],b[v}) can have four forms th a t represent four states of
the protocol. As already mentioned, the protocol assumes each route entry is initial
ized as (oo, nil, oo) for no-route state (NS) to indicate the node has no route knowl
edge to the sink s. Other three forms of route entries for a node v are (d[v],p[v], oo)
where

0

< d[v] < oo for formative state (FS), (oo,nil,b[v]) where

0

< b[v] < oo

for broken state (BR) and (d[v],p[v},b[v]) where oo > d[v] > b[v] > 0 for wait state
(WS). The formative state indicates th a t there is a route through p[v\ to the sink s
and its tree level is d[v\ (d[v] = 0 only if v = s). The broken state indicates the route
to the sink s is broken at tree level b[v}. The wait state represents a transient state.
It indicates th a t node v has a route via p[v\ and its tree level is d[v). Meantime,
it also shows th a t node v is informed th a t the original shortest p ath tree is broken
at tree level 6 [w]. If d[v] <

6 [u],

node v can be certain th a t its tree level d[v] is not

affected by the broken tree link. So it is safe for node v to send a PU message to its
neighbors. On the other hand, if d[v] > b[v], node v is not able to decide whether its
tree level is valid or not, which implies th a t node v should not send a PU message
to its neighbors. Fig. 50 gives an example of the wait route state. Fig. 50 (a) shows
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the original spanning tree. FiG 50 (b) shows th a t nodes F and H are in wait states
after the tree link (A, C) fails. We assume the N U message from node C via node
G to node H is received earlier th an the message via node D. W hen node H receives
the message, it enters wait state since d[H] > b[H]. Node F does the same although
its route is valid for the moment when it receives the NU message from node C.

[3. C,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 50: Demonstrating wait route entry.

In the protocol, when 6 [n] < oo, b[v] is increased by 1 for every MLD. A safe reply
condition S R C (= d[v] — 5[n]) < 0 is used to check if a node can leave its wait state.
In the Fig. 50 (b), node H will eventually receive a NU message from node D, which
will update d[H] to oo. It makes node H go to the broken state. On the contrary,
node F will wait until b[F] = 4, which makes S R C (= d[F\ — &[F]) < 0. It makes
node F go to the formative state and broadcast & PU message. In the example, we
see th a t a node can leave the wait state in two cases. It may enter the broken state
when it receives a N U message from its parent p or the link to its parent fails. Or it
enter the formative state after a time period of (d — b) * M L D .
In [52], it is proved th a t only the tree level to the sink increases may cause a
route loop. In our protocol, the only case th a t a tree level will increase is when a tree
link fails and causes all its up-tree nodes updating their tree level to oo by sending
NU messages. No route loop will form if a node does not send a PU message when
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Table 9: Variables of the routing algorithm
Variable name
d[v\

0

p[v]

VI.4

0

< d[v] <

00

The tree level of node v

Any other node or nil

The parent pointer of node v

< p[u] <

The broken tree level received

b[v]

SRC >

Meaning

Domain of value

0

00

.

THE ALGORITHM

In this section, we describe the exact algorithm performed by an arbitrary node v as
its part of the protocol. Table 9 lists all the variables used by the algorithm at node
v and the domain of their values. Table 10 lists the states in which node v can be.
The algorithm processes five events, four of which may cause a node state change,
are: an PU message received, an NU message received, a time out and a link failure
detected. The link addition event may cause a node to send a PU message bu t will
not cause the node to change its state.
Note th at, for simplicity, we assume a control message is broadcast and will be
received by all the neighbors of the sender.
A lg o rith m

1

A). When receiving a PU message (d[u\,p[u\) from node u and p[u\ ^

v, node v does the following: 1). Sets d = d[v\. I f d[v\ > d[u] + 1 , sets d[u] = d[u\ + 1 ,
p[v] = u. 2). I f d[v] < d and b[v] = oo, broadcasts a PU message (d[v\,p[v\). 3). I f
b[v\ < oo and d[v\ <

6 [u]

(S R C < 0), broadcasts a PU message (d[v],p[v\) and sets

b[v]tooo.
B). When receiving a N U message (b[u\,p[u\) from leader u and p[u] 7 ^ v, node
v does the following: 1). Sets d — d[v\, p — p[v\. I f p[v\ —= u, sets d(u] =
p\v) — nil. If b[u] < b[v], sets 6 [u] = b[u). 2). I f d <
NU message (b[v\,u). 3). I f d[v] <
C). Ifb[v\ <

00, 6 [i>]

00

00

and d[v\ =

00,

and does A)3).

is increased by 1 for every MLD and does A)3).
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Table 10: Routing states of an arbitrary node v
Route entry format

Domain of Value

Meaning

No routing state (NS)

(oo, nil, oo)

None

Initial state

Formative state (FS)

(dM ,p[u],oo)

0

< d[v\ < oo

Valid route

Broken state (BS)

(oo,nil, 6 [u])

0

< fe[u] < oo

Broken route

< 6 [v] < d[w] < oo

W aiting

Node state

W ait state (WS)

(d[v\,p[v],b[v\)

0

D). When a link to node u is formed. I f d[v] < oo and b[v] = oo, sends a PU
message (d[v\,p[v\) to node u.
E). When a link (v ,u ) fails. I f p[v\ = u, broadcasts a N U message (d{v\,p[v\) and
sets 6 [u] = d[v\, d[v] = oo and p[v\ = nil.
Algorithm A) and B) processes the PU message and the N U message. The condi
tion p[u] 7 ^ v guarantees th a t the parent of the sender will not process the message.
Algorithm A )l) updates the route entry of node v. It updates the values only if
node v can gain a smaller tree level. A)2) decides if a PU message needs to be sent.
A node sends a, PU message only if it is in the formative state and its tree level is
changed (decreased) by A )l). A)3) tests its safe reply condition (S R C ) when node
v is in the wait state to figure out if it can enter the formative state and send a PU
message. Algorithm B )l) cleans up the invalid route entry if the sender is the parent
of node v, which is in formative state or wait state. If node v receives a smaller
broken tree level, it also updates its broken tree level. B)2) decides if a N U message
needs to be sent. A node sends a N U message only if it changes its state from the
formative state or waiting state to the broken state. B)3) tests its S R C as A)3)
does. Algorithm A), B) are illustrated in Fig. 51 and 52. Fig. 53 shows the finite
state graph of our routing algorithm A) and B). Algorithm C), D) and E) process
the events of time-out, addition of link and link failure, which are not showed in the
finite state graph.
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Fig. 51: Illustrating algorithm A. (a) Receiving a PU message when node v in state
NS or PS. Only send a PU message if d is decreased (d will never be increased by
receiving a P U message, (b) Receiving a P U message when node v in state BS or
WS. Only send a PU message if S R C = d — b < 0.
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Fig. 52: Illustrating algorithm B. (a) Receiving a N U message when node v in state
FS or WS, Only send a N U message if d is set to oo. (b) Receiving a NU message
when node v in state FS. Only send a PU message if S R C = d —b < 0. (c) Receiving
a N U message when node v in state BS. Only update b if b is decreased. No message
is sent.
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PU
NU

Fig. 53: Finite state machine of routing protocol.

V I.5

PR O O F OF CO RRECTNESS

D e fin itio n V I. 1 (R o u te lo o p ) A path from node d to node s is a sequence of nodes
in which (d, e), • • •, (m, n), • • •, (r, s) are links in the path. A route from node d to
node s is a path, in which node d,e, - ■■

- ■■,t, s maintain a set of parent pointer,

where p[d\ = e, • • • ,p[m] = n, • • • ,p[t\ = s. A route loop is a route in which a node v
appears more than once.
L e m m a V I.2 No route loop will be formed when a node v updates its tree level d[v]
as a result of receiving a control message from its neighbor node u.
P ro o f.
This can be proved by contradiction. Assume node v receives a message and up
dates its tree level d[v\, a route loop including node v occurs for the first time. A node
can only receive two kinds of message: PU message and N U message. Assume node
v receives a N U message, if node v updates d[v] = d[u] where d[u\ < oo (Algorithm
B l), the previous route to the sink is erased. No path, no loop. Assume node v
receives a PU message, if node v updates d[v] — d[u] + 1 , a route loop including node
v occurs for the first time. The path from v to s must include v.
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Assume the P U message is from node u. Say d[v\ is the tree level before node v
updates it. Then d[v] must be smaller than d[u] since node v is a down-tree node of
node u. Therefore d[v] < d[u\ + 1 = d[v\. However, node v will only update d[v\ if
d[v] > d[u] + 1. It is a contradiction. □

T h e o r e m V I . 3 No route loop will be formed at every instant of time
P ro o f.

It follows immediately from Lemma V I. 2 , and note th a t a tree link failure,

a link addition and time out event may generate control messages but they will not
form a route loop. □

L e m m a V I . 4 I f node v receives a NU message (b, *) from node u, which changes
its state from WS or F S (d[v\,u, *) to B S (oo, *, b), then b < d[u].

P ro o f.

A N U message (b,p[w]) is initialized at the broken tree level b = d[w] and

propagated towards up-tree of node w, where each node v has a tree level d[v\ >
d\p[v]\ > • ■■> d[w] = b. □

D e f i n i t i o n V I . 5 ( b - p r o p a g a t i o n c y c l e ) I f a NU (b, *) message is propagated in
a cycle, the cycle is called a b-propagation cycle.

L e m m a V I . 6 Consider a finite network in which an arbitrary but finite series of
topology changes occur between 0 and time t; no changes occur after time t. I f node
v sends NU messages that contains (b, *) infinite times, a b-propagation cycle must
exist in the network.
P ro o f.

Since a finite series of topology changes occur between 0 and time t, only

finite tree links failed between 0 and time t. And a broken tree level b never changes
its value during its propagation. We assume the broken tree level set ( B - S e t ) is
(bo, h , ■■■, bi, ■■■, 6 n_i, bn) where b0 < h < ■■■ < b{ < ■■■ < 6 n_i < bn. Since the

B - S e t is a finite set, one of the broken tree levels must be propagated along within
a N U message, which will visit node v infinite times.
Assume node v sends a NU message contains broken tree level b infinite times
after time t, where b G B - S e t .

If no b-propagation cycle exists in the network,

the NU message sent from node v will not visit node v again. Therefore one of its
neighbors u must send a NU (b,*) mes sa ge ' i nf i n i t e t i m e s a n d t h e message will not
revisit node v and u. And a neighbor w of node u also must send a NU ( 6 , *) message
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infinite times and the message will not revisit node v, u and w, and so on, which
implies th a t node v sends a NU (b, *) message infinite times only if the network has
infinite number of nodes. It is a contradiction. □

Corollary V I.7 The time for a NU (b,*) message to revisit a node on the bpropagation cycle is not greater than k * M L D , where k is the length of the cycle.

Proof. In order for the NU message propagating on the cycle, the N U message has
to be sent by each node on the cycle. The time for the N U message to be received
by the next node on the cycle will be less then M L D (by definition). The total time
for the N U message to travel is less th an k * M L D . □

Lemma VI.8 Consider a finite size network in which an arbitrary but finite series
of topology changes occur between 0 and time t; no changes occur after time t. Then
a finite time after t, all message activity will be cease.

Proof.
Case 1: Assume node w sends N U messages infinite times after time t.
Because the B-Set is a finite set, node w must send N U messages contain (b, *)
infinite times, where b e B-Set. Based on Lemma VI.6 , a b-propagation cycle must
exist in the network (Fig. 54).
Assume a b-propagation cycle consists of a set of nodes (u1, v 2, ■■•, v%, ■■•, v k)
and a N U message (b, *) is propagated on the cycle in th a t order and revisits node v l
after it visits node vk. According to the algorithm B )l) and B)2), node v 1 propagates
a NU message received from p[vl] only when it is in FS or WS, where p[vl\ = v 1~1
or p[vl\ = v k if i = 1 and its tree level d[vl] = d[p[u1]] + 1. In order to enter the
FS or WS, node vl must receive a PU message from p[vl] and set its new tree level
d[v%
] = d[p[w1]] + 1. In other words, a N U message sent by node v l only propagates to
its up-tree nodes. After the NU message cleans up the tree level d[vl], the tree levels
of its children will not be changed or the N U message will stop. Hence, when the NU
message revisits node v \ its tree level must be d[vl] + k, where k is the cycle length.
A PU message must be propagated in the cycle ahead of the N U message and the
NU message will not catch up the PU message and vise versa. The PU message must
contain a tree level which is increase by

1

at each node on the cycle.

As illustrated in Fig. 55, assume node v 1 changes its route entry from (d ,*,*)
to (oo, m7, 6 ) and sends a NU message (b, *) at tim e tl > t. A PU (d,*) message
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Fig. 54: Illustrating a b-propagation cycle.

must be sent by node v l at some time t° < t 1. Also assume node v 1 receives the
propagated PU message (d + k — 1 , ufc_1) from node v k at tim e t k > t 1, sends a P U
message (d + k ,p k) at time tw < t k and sends a NU message (6 , *) again at time
t z > tw. If no control message is received between time t l and tim e tk, the route
entry is (oo, nil, b + M C ) at time tk, where
MC =

t1
MLD

(47)

The S R C must be satisfied at tim e tw for sending the PU message, we have:
d+k -b -M C <
Base on Corollary
the cycle must

(48)

0

VI.7,the time needed fora NU message to revisit

not be greater than k * M L D (tz —

a node on

t 1< k *M L D ), sowe

MC < k
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have:
(49)

Fig. 55: Illustrating th a t a node never sends the same N U message twice.

From equations (48) and (49) we have:
d<b

(50)

d>b

(51)

B ut from Lemma VI.4, we have

It is a contradiction. Hence, some control message must be received between time
t 1 and time tk, which modifies the route entry.
We divide the time period of t k —t 1 into M C + 1 slots. The length of each slot
(except the last slot) is M L D (See Fig. 55). We index the slots as 0,1, •••, *, •••, M C .
Based on the Algorithm B (the algorithm only updates b if b decreases), in a slot
i, the value of 6 [uJ] will not be larger th an b + i or b[v]] = oo. If bfu1] = oo, then we
have d[vl] < b + i (The value of b is only sets to oo if the condition S R C is satisfied.
Hence, during M C slot, the route entry of node v 1 can be in one of three forms:
1.

In FS state (dfu1], *, oo) , where d[vl] < b + M C

2. In BS state (oo, nil, ^[v1]), where b[v1} <

6

+ MC

3. In WS state (dfu1], *, ^[u1]), where ftfu1] < b + M C
If node v 1 is in FS state at time tk when it receives the PU message (d + k —1, ufc_1),
d[vl] will not be updated sinceb + M C < d + k. And when the N U message arrives
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at time tz, node v 1 will not send the NU message. Hence, the b-propagation cycle is
broken at node v 1.
If node v 1 is in BS or WS state, we already showed th a t d < b must be satisfied
and it is a contradiction.
We conclude th a t no b-propagation cycle exists in the network. Hence node w
can not send N U messages infinite times after tim e t.
Actually, we proved th a t no b-propagation cycle can be formed at any moment
of time. In other word, no node will send the same NU message twice.
Case 2: Assume th a t node w sends P U messages infinite times after tim e t.
In case 1, we proved th a t a node will not send N U messages infinite times. There
fore a node has to receive P U messages infinite times in order to keep generating new
P U messages. Based on A )l),

2

), a node will send a new PU message only if its

tree level is decreased by receiving a PU message or a P U message is generates by
topology changes. Since a tree level value in a PU message is smaller than oo, we
conclude th a t node w can not send PU messages infinite times after time t. □
L e m m a V I.9 I f and when all messages activity has ceased, all tree levels in all the
routing entry will be correct.
P ro o f.

Assume node v has an incorrect route entry after all messages activity has

ceased. Case

1:

d[v\ = 1. Node v is a neighbor of the sink and it knows the sink

is its neighbor, d[v\ must be correct. Case 2: 1 < d[v\ < oo This can be proved by
contradiction. Assume node v is the lowest level tree node has an incorrect routing
entry (d[v],p[v]), then node p[v] must also have an incorrect routing entry where
d[p[u]] < d[v], and it contradicts the assumption th a t node v is the lowest level tree
node. Case 3: d[v) = oo If there is not route between node v and the sink s, then
d[v] is correct. Otherwise all nodes in th a t route must have d[x\ = oo. Hence the
second last node n on the route must have d[n) — oo, too. B ut the neighbors of the
sink have d[n] = 1. It is a contradiction. □
T h e o re m V I .10 Consider a network in which an arbitrary but finite series of topol
ogy changes occur between 0 and time t; no changes occur after time t. Then a finite
time after t, all distance values in all the routing entry must be correct.
P ro o f.
It follows immediately from Lemma V I .8 and Lemma VI.9. □
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[°°> nil, «]
[<*, nil, «]
[«>, nil, «]
[<*, nil, °°]

•

(a)

[oo nn .o]

K nil, « ] /

•

•

•

[«, nil, «>]

•

[*, nil, °°]

Fig. 56: Route construction(a).

VI.6

EXAMPLES

In this section, we present examples of the way in which our routing protocol operates
on various situations, such as creating the shortest path tree, erasing invalid routes
and rebuilding the tree after link failures.
Fig. 56 (a) depicts a small network with eight nodes with a sink on the left. Figs.
57, 58 and 59 show how the route entry changes at each node during the shortest
path tree creation.
Figs.

60, 61 and 62 show the N U message propagation after the link (5, A)

fails. In Figs. 61 and 62, the NU message propagation is delayed at node E and D,
respectively. The delay at node D cause node H stays in state WS. Eventually, a NU
message is received (Fig. 62) and the route information at node H is updated.
Figs. 63, 64, 65,

66,

and 67 show how the tree is recovered after the link (A, C )

fails. Since the route at node E is not effected by the link fail, after the S R C < 0,
node E enters the state FS and sends a PU message. The PU message is forwarded
at each node in the failure up-tree and a new shortest path tree is reconstructed.
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<c >
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-0
•
[°°, nil, <*]

•
[°°, nil, «]

Fig. 57: Route construction(b, c).
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Fig. 65: Route reconstruction after a link failure(e, f).
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Fig. 66: Route reconstruction after a link failure(g, h).
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V I .7

P E R F O R M A N C E A N A L Y S IS

In this section we compare the worst case failure recovery performance of the algo
rithm presented in Section VI.4 to the decomposed DVP and the algorithms proposed
in [65] and [52]. The comparison is made in term s of the time and communication
overhead required by the various algorithms to converge to correct route entries. For
the comparison, we assume th a t all the algorithms behave synchronously, so th a t
every node in the network executes a “step” of the algorithm simultaneously at fixed
points in time. At each step, a node processes a single input event (a message from
a neighbor node or a time out). We also assume every control message is sent within
the maximum delay of M L D . Hypothetically, we can think th a t the tim e is divided
into equal length (MLD) of slots. Every node sends and receives the control messages
or processes the time out event at the slot boundary.
Based the above assumption, we compare the performance of the various algo
rithms in terms of the time complexity and the communication complexity, two terms
we borrowed from [27]:
The performance of a routing algorithm is quantified in term s of the
number of steps called tim e complexity or TC and the number of messages
called communication complexity or CC, required by each algorithm after
a single link failure.
In the worst case, the DVP has T C = N , C C = N 2 [27], where N is the number
of network nodes, for a single link failure. The Merlin-Segall algorithm has T C —
2 d ,C C

= N 2 [27], where d is the network diameter. The JAFFE-MOSS algorithm

1 ([52]) have T C = x, C C = 2x, where x is the number of nodes in the failure uptree. The JAFFE-MOSS algorithm 2 has T C = 3hi + h2, C C = 4a;, where h\ is the
height of failure up-tree and h2 is the height of the recovered up-tree. Our routing
algorithm has T C = hi + h2,C C = 2x, since, to reconstruct the shortest path tree,
only two messages are propagated on affected sub-tree, a N U message to erase the
invalid route entry and a PU message to set th e new route entry. Particularly, if the
link failure leaving the network disconnected, our algorithm is extremely efficient:
only a PU message is needed to be propagated on the failure up-tree. In this case,
T C = h u C C = x.
It is clear from the above results th a t our routing algorithm has a b etter perfor
mance in terms of communication overhead. Table 11 summaries the performance
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Table 11: Complexity comparison
TC

CC

DVP

N = O (N )

N 2 = 0 ( N 2)

Merlin-Segal

2d = 0 (d)

N 2 = 0 ( N 2)

1

JAFFE-MOSS algorithm

2

New Algorithm

O
II

JAFFE-MOSS algorithm

3h\ -\- h>2 — 0 (h )
h\ + h2 = 0 (h )

2x = 0 ( x )
II

Algorithms

2x = 0 ( x )

comparison, where h is the diameter of the failure up-tree.
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C H A PT E R VII
CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation has explored the principles and methodologies of the sensor net
work protocol design. The requirement analysis makes it clear th a t one of the most
im portant requirements is to prolong network lifetime. We believe th a t using local
ized algorithms and constructing virtual communication infrastructure are the keys
to meet this requirement.
The self-organization protocol presented in Chapter IV is the backbone of the
dissertation. The protocol is developed (using localized algorithms) to construct and
m aintain a communication infrastructure, which supports the development of many
energy efficient protocols for local scheduling, routing and training.
In Chapter V and VI, we presented the training and routing protocols, which,
particularly, benefit from the communication infrastructure.

The simulation and

analysis showed th a t the energy efficiency is achievable.

VII. 1

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

There are many research questions raised by the research, and many other which are
im portant and have not yet been addressed. We list several directions of the future
research:
1.

The effect of the communication infrastructure at the application level.
The application specific nature of the sensor network requires d ata centric
protocols. The application information can improve the efficiency of the low
level communication protocols. However, there will not be a general solution for
th a t m atter. Although the communication infrastructure provides a platform
to design such protocols, the design has to be based on the knowledge of the
particular applications as well.

2. The effect of the toggling between sleep and wake periods.
The physical characteristics of the sensor network can dramatically influence
the protocol design. In order to achieve energy efficiency, we need to know the
power consumptions of the individual sensors. In particular, how many energy
is wasted by switching the radio on or off? This knowledge can be critical
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for prolonging network lifetime. For instance, in a beacon frame, should the
protocol let the leader listen for a specific slot or the entire frame? Another
example would be how to choose an optimized protocol for location training. To
answer those questions, further research on energy consumption characteristic
is required.
3. The effect of the various d ata traffic on the data routing protocol.
The performance of a routing protocol can be significantly different for various
d ata traffic. It is more so th an ever in the sensor network, where the d ata traffic
could follow some patterns depending on the applications. Again, this reflects
the application specific nature of the sensor network and has to be studied case
by case.
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